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PUBLISHERS' NOTE

Among the Notes and manuscripts of Sri Aurobindo
was found a sheaf of papers the cover page bearing the
legend:

THE UPNISHADS

RENDERED INTO SIMPLE AND RHYTHMIC ENGLISH.

(C OMPRISING SIX UPANISHADS NAMELY THE ISHA, KENA,

KATHA, MUNDAKA, PRASHNA AND MANDUKYA).

Svalpamapyasya dharmasya triiyate mahato bhaydt

BHAGAVADGITA

EVEN A LITTLE OF THIS LAW DELIVERETH ONE OUT OF GREAT FEAR.

***
QUAL CH'ELLA PAR QUAND UN POCO SORRIDE,

NON SI PUO DICER NE TENER A MENTE,

SI E NOVO MIRACOLO GENTILE

DANTE

WHAT SHE APPEARS WHEN SHE SMILES A LITTLE,

CANNOT BE SPOKEN OF, NEITHER CAN THE MIND LAY HOLD ON IT~

IT IS SO SWEET AND STRANGE AND SUBLIME A MIRACLE.
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Of these, the renderings of the Isha and the Katha Upani
shads are found to be revised versions of translations ori-
ginally published in the KARMAYOGIN (1909) and the Kena
and the Mundaka correspond to what appeared in the
same Journal. The Isha and the Kena were subsequently
further revised and published in the ARYA (1914-16) along
with commentary. The Mundaka also was thoroughly
revised and the Katha received partial revision. The last
available revised versions of Sri Aurobindo's translations
of these four Upanishads and renderings of the Prashna
and the Mandukya as found in these manuscripts are
pu' lished in this collection.

Also included are translations of the Taittiriya and the
Aitareya Upanishads done by Sri Aurobindo while in
Baroda. These were not revised and are being published
as they stand to make the collection as inclusive as possible.

A Note 'On translating the Upanishads' written by Sri
Aurobindo (in the same period) obviously as a preface to his
then intended work on the Upanishads is added here for the
light it sheds on the approach and spirit governing his .
translations.
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ON TRANSLATING THE UPANISHADS

THIS translation of a few of the simpler and more exoteric
Upanishads to be followed by other sacred and philosophical
writings of the Hindus not included in the Revealed Scrip
tures, all under the one title of the Book of God, has been
effected on one definite and unvarying principle, to present
to England and through England to Europe the religious
message of India only in those parts of her written thought
which the West is fit to hear and to present these in such a
form as should be attractive and suggestive to the Occidental
intellect. The first branch of this principle necessitated a
rigid selection on definite lines, the second dictated the
choice of a style and method of rendering which should be
literary rather than literal.

The series of translations called the Sacred Books of the
East, edited by the late Professor Max Muller, was executed
in a scholastic and peculiar spirit. Professor Max Muller,
a scholar of wide attainments, great versatility and a re
freshingly active, ingenious and irresponsible fancy, has
won considerable respect in India by his attachment to Ve
dic studies, but it must fairly be recognised that he was more
of a grammarian and philologist, than a soundySanscrit scho
lar. He could construe Sanscrit well enough, but he could
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not feel the language or realise the spirit behind the letter.
Accordingly he committed two serious errors of judgment;
he imagined that by sitting in Oxford and evolving new
meanings out of his own brilliant fancy he could under
stand the Upanishads better than Shankaracharya or any
othe r Hindu of parts and learning; and he also imagined
that what was important for Europe to know about the
Upanishads was what he and other European scholars
considered they ought to mean. This, however, is a matter
of no importance to anybody but the scholars themselves.
What it is really important for Europe to know is in the
first place what the Upanishads really do mean, so far as
their exoteric teaching extends, and in a less degree what
philosophic Hinduism took them to mean. The latter know
ledge may be gathered from the commentaries of Shankara
charya and other philosophers which may be studied in the
original or in their translations which the Dravidian Pre
sidency, ignorantly called benighted by the materialists,
has been issuing with a truly noble learning and high
minded enterprise. The former this book makes some
attempt to convey.

But it may be asked, why these particular Upanishads
alone, when there are so many others far larger in plan and
of a not 'inferior importance? In answer I may quote a
sentence from Professor Max Muller's Preface to the Sacred
Books of the East. "I confess' he says "it has been for many
years a problem to me, aye, and to a great extent is so still,
how the Sacred Books of the East should, by the side of
so much that is fresh, natural, simple, 'beautiful and true,
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contain so much that is not only unmeaning, artificial and
silly, but even hideous and repellent." Now, I myself being
only a poor coarse-minded Oriental and therefore not dis
posed to deny the gross physical facts of life and nature
or able to see why we should scuttle them out of sight and
put on a smug, respectable expression which suggests while
it affects to hide their existence, this, perhaps is the reason
why I am somewhat at a loss to imagine what the Professor
found in the Upanishads that is hideous and repellent.
Still I was brought up almost from my infancy in England
and received an English education, so that I have glim
merings. But as to what he intends by the unmeaning,
artificial and silly elements, there can be no doubt. Every
thing is unmeaning in the Upanishads which the Europeans
cannot understand, everything is artificial which does not
come within the circle of their mental experience and every
thing is silly which is not explicable by European science
and wisdom. Now this attitude is almost inevitable on the
part of an European, for we all judge according to our lights
and those who keep their minds really open, who can realise
that there may be lights which are not theirs and yet as
illuminating or more illuminating than theirs, are in any
nation a very small handful. For the most part men are the
slaves of their associations.

Let us suppose that the ceremonies and services of the
Roman Catholic were not mere ceremonies and formularies,
borrowed for the most part from Eastern occultisms without
understanding them,-that they had been arranged so as
to be perfect symbols of certain deep metaphysical truths
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and, to produce certain effects spiritual and material ac- 
cording to a scientific knowledge of the power of sound over
both mind and matter; let us suppose that deep philosophical
works had been written in the terminology of these symbols .
and often in a veiled allusive language; and let us suppose 
finally that these were translated into Bengali or Hindustani
and presented to an educated Pundit who had studied both.
at Calcutta and at Nuddia or Benares, what would he make
of them? It will be as well to take a concrete instance. Jesus

~

Christ was a great thinker, a man who had caught, apparently
by his unaided power, though this is not certain, something
of the divine knowledge, but the writers who recorded his .
sayings were for the most part ordinary men of a very nar-
row culture and scope of thought and they seem grossly
to have misunderstood his deepest sayings. For instance,
when he said "I and my Father are one", expressing the
deep truth that the human self and the divine self are iden
tical, they imagined that he was setting up an individual
claim to be God; hence the extraordinary legend of the
Virgin Mary and all that followed from it. Well, we all
know the story of the Last Supper and Jesus' marvellously
pregnant utterance as he broke the bread and gave of the
wine to his disciples "This is my body and this is my blood",.
and the remarkable rite of the Eucharist and the doctrine
of Transubstantiation which the Roman Catholic Church
have founded upon it. "Corruption! superstition! blas
phemous nonsense!" cries the Protestant, "Only a vivid
Oriental metaphor and nothing more." If so, it was cer-
tainly an "unmeaning, artificial and silly" metaphor, nay.,
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hideous and repellent." As for the symbol itself, its pro
bable effect on tbe poor vegetarian would be to make him
vomit. "What hideous nonsense," says the Protestant, "we
are to believe that we are eating God!" How shall such an
one know of Him where He abideth?

Many of the Upanishads similarly are written round
symbols and in a phraseology and figures which have or
had once a deep meaning and a sacred association to the
Hindus but must be unintelligible and repellent to the
European. What possible use can be served by presenting to

.Europe such works as the Chhandogya or Aitareya Upa-
nishads in which even the majority of Hindus find it diffi
cult or impossible to penetrate every symbol to its underlying
truth? Only the few Upanishads have been selected which

-contain the kernel of the matter in the least technical and
most poetical form; the one exception is the Upanishad

.of the Questions which will be necessarily strange .and not

.quite penetrable to the European mind. It was, however,
necessary to include it for the sake of a due presentation of
Upanishad philosophy in some of its details as well as in
its main ideas, and its technical element has a more uni
versal appeal than that of the Chhandogya and Taittiriya,

An objection may be urged to the method of translation
that has been adopted. Professor Max Muller in his tran
slation did not make any attempt to render into English the
precise shades of Aryan philosophical terms like Atman and
Prana which do not correspond to any philosophical con
ception familiar to the West; he believed that the very un-

.familiarity of the terms he used to translate them would
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be like a bracing splash of cold water to the mind forcing
it to rouse itself and think. In this I think the Professor
was in error; his proposition may be true of undaunted
philosophical intellects such as Schaupenhauer's or of
those who are already somewhat familiar with the Sanscrit
language, but to the -ordinary reader the unfamiliar and
unexplained terminology forms a high and thick hedge of"
brambles shutting him off from the noble palace and beauti
ful gardens of the Upanishads. Moreover, the result of a
scholastic faithfulness- to the letter has been to make the
style of the translation intolerably uncouth and unworthy
of these great religious poems. I do not say that this transla
tion is worthy of them, for in no other human tongue than
Sanserit is such grandeur and beauty possible. But there
are ways and their degrees. For instance, etadcai tad, the
refrain of the Katha Upanishad has a deep and solemn ring
in Sanscrit because etad and tad so used have in Sanscrit
a profound and grandiose philosophical signification which.
everybody at once feels; but in English "This truly is that"
can be nothing but a juggling with demonstrative pronouns;
it renders more nearly both rhythm and meaning to trans
late "This is the God of your seeking", however inadequate
such a translation may be.

lt may, however, fairly be said that a version managed
on these lines cannot give a precise and accurate idea of the
meaning. It is misleading to translate Prana sometimes by
life, sometimes by breath, sometimes by life-breath or
breath of life, because breath and life are merely subordinate
aspects of the Prana. Atman again rendered indifferently
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. by soul, spirit and self, must mislead, because what the West

. calls the soul is really the Atman yoked with mind and
intelligence, and spirit is a word of variable connotation
often synonymous with soul; even self cannot be used pre
cisely in that way in English. Again the Hindu idea of
"immortality" is different from the European; it implies not
life after death, but freedom from both life and death; for
what we call life is after all impossible without death. Si
milarly Being does not render purusa, nor "matter" ray i,
nor askesis the whole idea of tapas. To a certain extent all
this may be admitted, but at the same time I do not think
that any reader who can think and feel will be seriously
misled, and at any rate he will catch more of the meaning
from imperfect English substitutes than from Sanscrit
terms which will be a blank to his intelligence. The mind
of man demands, and the demand is legitimate, that new
ideas shall be presented to him in words which convey to him
some associations with which he will not feel like a foreigner
in a strange country where no one knows his language, nor

· he theirs. The new must be presented to him in the terms
· of the old; new wine must be put to some extent in old

bottles. What is the use of avoiding the word "God" and
speaking always of the Supreme as "It" simply because the
Sanscrit usually,-but not, be it observed, invariably,
employs the neuter gender? The neuter in Sanscritapplies
not only to what is inanimate, not only to what is below
gender but to what is above gender. In English this is not
the case. The use of "It" may therefore lead to far more

· serious misconceptions than to use the term "God" and
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the pronoun "He". 'When Matthew Arnold said that God
was a stream of tendency making towards righteousness,
men naturally scoffed because it seemed to turn God into
an inanimate force; yet surely such was not Arnold's meaning.
On the other side, if the new ideas are presented with force

.and power, a reader of intelligence will soon come to under
stand that something different is meant by "God" from what
ideas he attaches to that word. And in the meanwhile we
-gain this distinct advantage that he has not been repelled
.at the outset by what would naturally seem to him bizarre,
repulsive or irreverent.

It is true however that this translation will not convey
.a precise, full and categorical knowledge of the truths which
'underlie the Upanishad. To convey such knowledge is not
the object of this translation, neither was it the object of
the Upanishads themselves. It must always be remembered
that these great treatises are simply the gate of the Higher
Knowledge; there is much that lies behind the gate. Sri
'K rishna has indeed said that the knowledge in the Vedas is
'sufficient for a holy mind that is capable of knowing God,
Just as the water in a well is sufficient for a man's purpose
,though there may be whole floods of water all around. But
this does not apply to ordinary men. The ordinary man
who wishes to reach God through knowledge, must undergo
.an elaborate training. He must begin by becoming abso
lutely pure, he must cleanse thoroughly his body, his heart
and his intellect, he must get himself a new heart and be
'born again; for only the twice-born can understand or teach
'the Vedas. When he has done this he needs yet four things
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before he can succeed, the Sruti or recorded revelation, the
Sacred Teacher, the practice of Yoga and the Grace of
Go d. The business of the Sru ti and especially of the Upa
nishads is to seize the mind and draw it into a magic circle,
to accustom it to the though ts and aspirations of God (after
the Supreme), to bathe it in certain ideas, surround it with
a certain spiritual atmosphere; for this purpose it plunges
and rolls the mind over and over in an ocean of marvellous
sound through which a certain train of associations goes
ever rolling. In other words it appeals through the intellect,
the ear and the imagination to the soul. The purpose of the
Upanishad cannot therefore be served by a translatio n; a
translation at best prepares him for and attracts him to the
original. But even when he has steeped himself in the ori
ginal, he may have understood what the Upanishad suggests,
but he has not understood all that it implies, the great mass
of religio us truth that lies behind, of which the Upanishad
is but a hint or an echo. For this he must go to the Teacher.
"Awake ye, ari se and learn of God, seeking out the Best
who have the knowledge". Hard is it in these days to find
the Best, for the Best do no t come to us, we have to show
our sincerity, patience and perseverance by seeking them.
And when we have heard the whole of the Brahmavidya from
the T eacher, we still know of God by theory only; we must
further learn from a preceptor the practical knowledge of
God, the vision of Him and attainment of H im which is
Yoga and the goal of Yoga. And even in that we cannot
succeed unless we have the G race of Go d; for Yoga is beset
with temptations not the least of which are the powers it
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gives us, powers which the ignorant call supernatural.
"Then must a man be very vigilant for Yoga, as it hath a
beginning, so hath "it an ending". Only the Grace of God
can keep us firm and help us over the temptations. "The
spirit is not to be won" etc....-the blessing of triumphant
self-mastery that comes from long and patient accumulation
of soul experience. Truly does the Upanishad say "Sharp
as a razor's edge is the path difficult and hard to traverse,
say the seers." Fortunately it is not necessary and indeed
it is not possible for all to measure the whole journey in a
single life, nor can we or should we abandon our daily
duties like the Buddha and flee into the mountain or the
forest. It is enough for us to make a beginning.

SRI AUROBINDO
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ISHA UPANISHAD

1. All this is for habitation- by the Lord, whatso
ever is individual universe ofmovement in the universal
motion. By that renounced thou shouldst enjoy;
lust not after any man's possession.

2. Doing verily- works in this world one should

1 There are three possible senses of odsyam, "to be clothed"~
"to be worn as a garment" and "to be inhabited". The first is the
ordinarily accepted meaning. Shankara explains it in this signi
ficance, that we must lose the sense of this unreal objective universe
in the sole perception of the pure Brahman. So explained the first
line becomes a contradiction of the whole thought of the Upanishad
which teaches the reconciliation, by the perception of essential
Unity, of the apparently incompatible opposites, God and the Wor1d~

enunciation and Enjoyment, Action and internal Freedom, the
One and the Many, Being and its Becomings, the passive divine
Impersonality 'and the active divine Personality, the Knowledge
and the Ignorance, the Becoming and the Not-Becoming, Life on
earth and beyond and the supreme Immortality. The image is of
the world either as a garment or as a dwelling-place for the informing
and governing Spirit. The latter significance agrees better with
the thought of the Upanishad.

2 Kuruanneua. The stress of the word eva gives the force, "doing
works indeed, and not refraining from them."
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ISHA UPANISHAD 5

wish to live a hundred years. Thus it is in thee and
not otherwise than this; action cleaves not to a man.!

3. Sunless- are those worlds and enveloped in blind
gloom whereto all they in their passing hence resort
who are slayers of their souls.

4. One unmoving that is swifter than Mind, That
the Gods reach not, for It progresses ever in front.
That, standing, passes beyond others as they run. In

1 Shankara reads the line, "Thus in thee-it is not otherwise
than thus-action cleaves not to a man." He interprets karmii1)i
in the first line in the sense of Vedic sacrifices which are permitted
to the ignorant as a means of escaping from evil actions and their
results and attaining to heaven, but the second karma in exactly
the opposite sense, "evil action". The verse, he tells us, represents
a concession to the ignorant; the enlightened soul abandons works
and the world and goes to the forest. The whole expression and
construction in this rendering become forced and unnatural. The
rendering I give seems to me the simple and straightforward sense
of the Upanishad.

2 We have two readings, asilryii, sunless, and asuryii, Titanic or
undivine. The third verse is, in the thought structure of the Upa
nishad, the starting-point for the final movement in the last four
verses. Its suggestions are there taken up and worked out. The
prayer to the Sun refers back in thought to the sunless worlds and
their blind gloom, which are recalled in the ninth and twelfth
verses. The sun and his rays are intimately connected in other
Upanishads also with the worlds of Light and their natural opposite
is the dark and sunless, not the Titanic worlds.
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ISHA UPANISHAD 7

That the Master of Life! establishes the Waters.2

5. That moves and That moves not; That.is far
and the same is near; That is within all this and That
also is outside all this.

6. But he who sees everywhere the Self in all
existences and all existences in the Self, shrinks not
thereafter from aught.

1 MiitariJvan seems to mean "he who extends himself in the
Mother or the container" whether that be the containing mother
element, Ether, or the material energy called Earth in the Veda
and spoken of there as the Mother. It is a Vedic epithet of the God
Vayu, who, representing the divine principle in the Life-energy,
Prana, extends himself in Matter and vivifies its forms. Here it
signifies the divine Life-power that presides in all forms of cosmic
activity.

2 Apas, as it is accentuated in the version of the White Yajurveda,
can mean only "waters". If this accentuation is disregarded, we
may take it as the singular apas, work, action. Shankara, however,
renders it by the plural, works. The difficulty only arises because
the true Vedic sense of the word had been forgotten and it came to
be taken as referring to the fourth of the five elemental states of
Matter, the liquid. Such a reference would be entirely irrelevant
to the context. But the Waters, otherwise called the seven streams
or the seven fostering Cows, are the Vedic symbol for the seven
cosmic principles and their activities, three inferior, the physical,
vital and mental, four superior, the divine Truth, the divine Bliss,
and divine Will and Consciousness, and the divine Being. On this
conception also is founded the ancient idea of the seven worlds in
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ISHA UPANISHAD 9

7. He in whom it is the Self-Being that has become
all existences that are Becomings;' for he has the
perfect knowledge, how shall he be deluded, whence
'Shall he have grief who sees everywhere oneness?

8. It is He that has gone abroad-That which is
bright, bodiless, without scar of imperfection, without
sinews, pure, unpierced by evil. The Seer, the
Thinker.s the One who becomes everywhere, the
Self-existent has ordered objects perfectly according
to their nature from years sempiternal.

9. Into a blind darkness they enter who follow
after the Ignorance, they as if into a greater darkness
who devote themselves to the Knowledge alone.

each of which the seven principles are separately active by their
various harmonies. This is, · obviously, the right significance of
the word in the Upanishad.

1 The words sarviitzi bhUtiini literally, "all things that have be
come", is opposed to Atman, self-existent and immutable being.
The phrase means ordinarily "all creatures", but its literal sense is
evidently insisted on in the expression bhiitdni abhUt "became
the Becomings". The idea is the acquisition in man of the supreme
consciousness by which the one Self in him extends itself to embrace
all creatures and realises the eternal act by which that One manifests
itself in the multiple forms of the universal motion.

2 There is a clear distinction in Vedic thought between kavi
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ISHA UPANISHAD II

10. Other, verily,' it is said, is that which comes by
the Knowledge, other that which comes by the Igno
rance; this is the lore we have received from the wise
who revealed That to our understanding.

I!. He who knows That as both in one, the Know-
ledge and the
beyond death
Immortality.

Ignorance, by the Ignorance crosses
and by the Knowledge enjoys

12. Into a blind darkness they enter who follow after
the Non-Birth, they as if into a greater darkness who
devote themselves to the Birth alone.

the seer and manisi, the thinker. The former indicates the divine
supra-intellectual Knowledge which by direct vision and illumina
tion sees the reality, the principles and the forms of things in their
true relations, the latter, the labouring mentality, which works
from the divided consciousness through the possibilities of things
downward to the actual manifestation in form and upward to their
reality in the self-existent Brahman.

1 Anyadeva-eva here gives to anyad the force, "Quite other than
the result described in the preceding verse is that to which lead the
Knowledge and the Ignorance." We have the explanation of anyad
in the verse that follows. The ordinary rendering, "Knowledge has
one result, Ignorance another", would be an obvious common
place announced with an exaggerated pompousness, adding nothing
to the thought and without any place in the sequence of the ideas.
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ISHA UPANISHAD 13

13. Other, verily, it is said, is that which comes
by the Birth, other that which comes by the Non
Birth; this is the lore we have received from the wise
who revealed That to our understanding.

14. He who knows That as both in one, the Birth
and the dissolution of Birth, by the dissolution crosses
beyond death and by the Birth enjoys Immortality.

IS. The face of Truth is covered with a brilliant
golden lid; that do thou remove, 0 Fosterer,' for the
law of the Truth, for sight.

1 In the inner sense of the Veda Surya, the Sun-God, represents
the divine Illumination of the Kavi which exceeds mind and forms
the pure self-luminous Truth of things. His principal power is self
revelatory knowledge, termed in the Veda "Sight". His realm is
described as the Truth, the Law, the Vast. He is the Fosterer or
Increaser, for he enlarges and opens man's dark and limited being
into a luminous and infinite consciousness. He is the sole Seer,
Seer of Oneness and Knower of the Self, and leads him to the
highest Sight. He is Yama, Controller or Ordainer, for he governs
man's action and manifested being by the direct Law of the Truth,
satyadharma, and therefore by the right principle of our nature,
ydthdtathyatah, a luminous power proceeding from the Father of
all existence, he reveals in himself the divine Purusha of whom
all beings are the manifestations. His rays are the thoughts that
proceed luminously from the Truth, the Vast, but become deflected
and distorted, broken up and disordered in the reflecting and divid-
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15ISHA UPANISHAD

17. The Breath of things! is an immortal Life,
but of this body ashes are the end. OM! 0 Will,2

emember, that which was done remember! 0 Will,
temember, that which was done, remember.

g principle, Mind. They form there the golden lid which covers
efaceofthe Truth. The Seer prays to Surya to cast them into right

rder and relation and then draw them together into the unity
if revealed truth. The result of this inner process is the perception
f the oneness of all beings in the divine Soul of the Universe.

1 Vayu, called elsewhere Matarisvan, the Life-Energy in the
iverse. In the light of Surya he reveals himself as an immortal
. ciple of existence of which birth and death and life in the body
e only particular and external processes.
I The Vedic term kratu means sometimes the action itself, some
es the effective power behind action represented in mental
ciousness by the will. Agni is this power. He is divine force

ich manifests first in matter as heat and light and material energy
d then, taking different forms in the other principles of man's
nsciousness, leads him by a progressive manifestation upwards

o the Truth and the Bliss.

16. 0 Fosterer, 0 sole Seer, 0 Ordainer, 0 illu
mining Sun, 0 power of the Father of creatures,
marshal thy rays, draw together thy light; the Lustre
which is thy most blessed form of all, that in Thee I

hold. The Purusha there and there, He am I.
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18. 0 god Agni, knowing all things that are mani
fested, lead us by the good path to the felicity; remove
from us the devious attraction of sin.' To thee com
pletest speech of submission we would dispose. 2

1 Sin, in the conception of the Veda, from which this verse is taken
bodily, is that which excites and hurries the faculties into deviation
from the good path. There is a straight road or road of naturally
increasing light and truth, rju!:z panthdh, rtasya panthdh, leading over
infinite levels and towards infinite vistas, vitiini pr~!hiini, by which
the law of our nature should normally take us towards our fulfil
ment. Sin. compels it instead to travel with stumblings amid uneven
and limited tracts and along crooked windings (duritiini, vrjiniini).

2 The word vidhema is used of the ordering of the sacrifice, the
disposal of the offerings to the God and, generally, of the sacrifice
or worship itself. The Vedic namas, internal and external obeisance,
is the symbol of submission to the divine Being in ourselves and in
the world. Here the offering is that of completest submission and
the self-surrender of all the faculties of the lower egoistic human
nature to the divine Will-force, Agni, so that, free from internal oppo
sition, it may lead the soul of man through the truth towards a felicity
full of the spiritual riches, riiye. That state of beatitude is the inten
ded self-content in the principle of pure Love and Joy, which the
Vedic initiates regarded as the source of the divine existence in
the universe and the foundation of the divine life in the human
being. It is the deformation ofthis principle by egoism which appears
as desire and the lust of possession in the lower worlds.

2
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KENA UPANISHAD

FIRST PART

I. By whom missioned falls the mind shot to its
-mark? By whom yoked does the first life-breath move
forward on its paths? By whom impelled is this word
that men speak? What god set eye and ear to their
workings?

2. That which is hearing behind the hearing, mind
of the mind, the word behind the speech, that too is
life of the life-breath, sight behind the sight. The
wise find their release beyond and passing forward

-from this world they become immortal.

3. There sight attains not, nor speech attains, nor
the mind. We know not nor can we discern how one
should teach of That; for it is other than the known,
and it is above beyond the unknown; so have we heard
from the men of old who have declared That to our
understanding.
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4. That which remains unexpressed by the word,
that by which the word is expressed, know that indeed
to be the Brahman, not this which men follow after
here.

5. That which thinks not by the mind,' that ·by which
the mind is thought, know That indeed to be the
Brahman, not this which men follow after here.

6. That which sees not with the eye,2 that by which
one sees the eye's seeings, know That indeed to be
the Brahman, not this which men follow after here.

7. That which hears not with the ear," that by which
hearing is heard, know That to be the Brahman, not
this which men follow after here.

8. That which breathes not with the breath.t that
by which the life-breath is led forward in its paths,
know That indeed to be the Brahman, not this which
men follow after here.

Or, "that which one thinks not with the mind,"

2 Or, " that which one sees not with the eye,"

3 Or, "that which one hears not with the ear,"

4 Or, "that which one breathes not (i.e. smells not) with the
breath,"
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SECOND PART

1. If thou thinkest that thou 'knowest It well, little
indeed dost thou know the form of the Brahman.
That of it which is thou, that of it which is in the gods,
this thou hast to think out. I think It known.

2. I think not that I know It well and yet I know
that It is not unknown to me. He of us who knows
it, knows That; he knows that It is not unknown to
him.

3. He by whom It is not thought out, has the thought
of It; he by whom It is thought out, knows It not.
It is unknown to the discernment of those who discern
of It, by those who seek not to discern of It, It is
discerned.

4. When it is known by perception that reflects it,
. then one has the thought of It, for one finds immorta- .
lity; by the self one finds the force to attain and by the
knowledge one finds immortality.

5. If here one comes to that knowledge, then one
truly is; if here one comes not to the knowledge, then
great is the perdition. The wise distinguish That in
all kinds of becomings and they pass forward from
this world and become immortal.
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THIRD PART

27

I. The Eternal conquered for the gods and in that
victory of the Eternal the gods came to greatness.
This was what they saw, "Ours is this victory, ours is
this greatness."

2. That marked this thought of theirs; to them
That became manifest. They could not discern of
That, what was this mighty Daemon.

3. They said to Agni, "0 Knower of all Births,.
this discern, what is this mighty Daemon." He said,
"So be it."

4. He rushed upon That; It said to him, "Who art
thou?" "I am Agni," he said, "and I am the Knower
of all Births."

5. "Since such thou art, what is the force in thee?"
"Even all this I can burn, all this that is upon the
earth."

6. That set before him a blade of grass; "This burn.'"
He went towards it with all his speed and he could not
burn it. Even there he ceased, even thence he returned;
"I could not discern of That, what is this mighty
Daemon."
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7. Then they said to Vayu, "0 Vayu, this discern;
what is this mighty Daemon." He said, "So be it."

8. He rushed upon That; It said to him, "Who art.
thou?" "I am Vayu," he said, "and I am he that
expands in the Mother of things."

9. "Since such thou art, what is the force in thee?"
"Even all this I can take for myself, all this that is
upon the earth."

10. That set before him a blade of grass; "This.
take." He went towards it with all his speed and he
could not take it. Even there he ceased, even thence
he returned; "I could not discern of That, what is
this mighty Daemon."

I 1. Then they said to Indra, "Master of plenitudes,.
get thou the knowledge, what is this mighty Daemon."
He said, "So be it." He rushed upon That. That:
vanished from before him.

12. He in the same ether came upon the Woman,.
even upon Her who shines out in many forms, Vma
daughter of the snowy summits. To her he said;
"What was this mighty Daemon?"
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FOURTH PART

31

1. She said to him, "It is the Eternal. Of the
Eternal is this victory in which ye shall grow to great
ness ." Then alone he came to know that this was
the Brahman.

2. Therefore are these gods as it were beyond all
the other gods, even Agni and Vayu and Indra, because
they came nearest to the touch of That ...1

3. Therefore is Indra as it were beyond all the
other gods because he came nearest to the touch of
That, because he first knew that it was the Brahman.

,
4. Now this is the indication of That,-as is this

flash of the lightning upon us or as is this falling of
the eye-lid, so in that which is of the gods.

5. Then in that which is of the Se1f,-as the motion
of this mind seems to attain to That and by it after
wards the will in the thought continually remembers It.

1 By some mistake of early memorisers or later copyists the rest
o f the verse has become hopelessly corrupted. It runs, "They he
first came to know that it was the Brahman," which is neither
fact nor sense nor grammar. The close of the third verse has crept
into and replaced the original close of the second.
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6. The name of That is "That Delight"; as That
Delight one should follow after It. He who so knows
That, towards him verily all existences yearn.

7. Thou hast said, "Speak to me Upanishad";
spoken to thee is Upanishad. Of the Eternal verily is
the Upanishad that we have spoken.

.
8. Of this knowledge austerity and self-conquest

and works are the foundation, the Vedas are all its
limbs, truth is its dwelling-place.

9. He who knows this knowledge, smites evil away
from him and in that vaster world and infinite heaven
finds his foundation, yea, he finds his foundation.

\ Upanishad means inner knowledge, that which enters into
the final Truth and settles in it.

3
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THE KATHA UPANISHAD

THE FIRST CYCLE: FIRST CHAPTER

1. Vajasravasa, desiring, gave all he had. Now
Vajasravasa had a son named Nachiketas.

2. As the gifts were led past, faith took possession
of him who was yet a boy unwed and he pondered:

3. "Cattle that have drunk their water, eaten
their grass, yielded their milk, worn out their organs,
of undelight are the worlds which he reaches who
gives such as these."

4. He said to his father, "Me, 0 my father, to whom
wilt thou give ?". A second time and a third he said it,
.and he replied, "To Death I give thee."

5. "Among many I walk the first, among many I
walk the midmost; something Death means to do
which today by me he will accomplish.
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6. "Look back and see, even as were the men of
old,-look round !-even so are they that have come
after. Mortal man withers like the fruits of the field
and like the fruits of the field he is born again."

(His attendants say to Yama):

7. "Fire is the Brahmin who enters as a guest the
houses of men; him thus they appease. Bring, 0 son
of Vivasvan,! the water of the guest-rite.

8. "That man of little understanding in whose
house a Brahmin dwells fasting, all his hope and his
expectation and all he has gained and the good and truth
that he has spoken and the wells he has dug and
the sacrifices he has offered and all his sons and his
cattle are torn from him by that guest unhonoured."

(Yama speaks):

9. "Because for three nights thou hast dwelt in my
house, 0 Brahmin, a guest worthy of reverence,-salu
ration to thee, 0 Brahmin, on me let there be the weal.'!
-therefore three boons do thou choose, for each night
a boon."

1 Yama, lord of death, is also the master of the Law in the world,
and he is therefore the child of the Sun, luminous Master of Truth
from which the Law is born.
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(N achiketas speaks):

10. "Tranquillised in his thought and serene of
mind be the Gautama, my father, let his passion
.over me pass away from him; assured in heart let
him greet me from thy grasp delivered; this boon I
-choose, the first of three." -

(Y ama speaks):

I I. "Even as before assured in heart and by me
released shall he be, Auddalaki Aruni, thy father;
sweetly shall he sleep through the nights and his
passion shall pass away from him, having seen thee
from death's jaws delivered."

I(N achiketas speaks):

12. "In heaven fear is not at all, in heaven, 0 Death,
thou art not, nor old age and its terrors; crossing over
hunger and thirst as over two rivers, leaving sorrow
behind the soul in heaven rejoices.

13. "Therefore that heavenly Flame! which thou, 0
Death, studiest, expound unto me, for I believe. They
who win their world of heaven, have immortality for
their portion. This for the second boon I have chosen."

1 The celestial force concealed subconsciently in man's mortality
by the kindling of which and its right ordering man transcends his
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(Yama speaks):

14. "Hearken to me and understand, 0 Nachiketas; I
declare to thee that heavenly Flame, for I know it.
Know this to be the possession of infinite existence and
the foundation and the thing hidden in the secret cave '
of our being."

15. Of the Flame that is the world's beginning!
he told him and what are the bricks to him and how '
many and the way .of their setting; and Nachiketas
too repeated it even as it was told; then Death was 
pleased and said to him yet farther;

16. Yea; the Great Soul was gratified and said to
him, "Yet a farther boon today I give thee; fOJ; even
by thy name shall this Fire be called; this necklace
also take unto thee, a necklace" of many figures.

earthly nature; not the physical flame of the external sacrifice to 
which these profound phrases are inapplicable.

1 The Divine Force concealed in the subconscient, is that which .
has originated and built up the worlds. At the other end in the '
superconscient it reveals itself as the Divine Being, Lord and
Knower who has manifested Himself out of the Brahman.

2 The necklace of many figures is Prakriti, creative Nature which
comes under the control of the soul that has attained to the divine .
existence .
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17. "Whoso lights the three fires 1 of Nachiketas
and comes to union with the Three'' and does the triple '
works," beyond birth and death he crosses; for he finds .
the God of our adoration, the Knower" who is born.
from the Brahman, whom having beheld he attains .
to surpassing peace.

18. "When a man has the three flames of Nachiketas
and knows this that is Triple, when so knowing he 
beholds the Flame of Nachiketas, then he thrusts .
from in front of him the meshes of the snare of death; .
leaving sorrow behind him he in heaven rejoices.

19. "This is the heavenly Flame, 0 Nachiketas, .
which thou hast chosen for the second boon; of this
Flame the peoples shall speak that it is thine indeed.
A third boon choose, 0 Nachiketas."

1 Probably, the divine force utilised to raise to divinity the triple 
being of man.

2 Possibly, the three Purushas,soul-states or Personalities of the
divine Being, indicated by the three letters ADM. The highest
Brahman is beyond the three letters of the mystic syllable.

3 The sacrifice of the lower existence to the divine, consummated .
on the three planes of man's physical, vital and mental conscious
ness. .

4 The Purusha or Divine Being, Knower of the Field, who dwells .
within all and for whose pleasure Prakriti fulfils the cosmic play.
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( N achiketas speaks):

20. "This debate that there is over the man who
has passed and some say, 'This he is not' and some that
he is, that, taught by thee, I would know; this is the
third boon of the boons of my choosing."

(Y ama speaks):

21. "Even by the gods was this debated of old; for
it is not easy of knowledge, since very subtle is the
law of it. Another boon choose, 0 Nachiketas;
.importune me not, nor urge me; this, this abandon."

{N achiketas speaks):

22. "Even by the gods was this debated, it is sure,
and thou thyself hast said that it: is not easy of know
ledge; never shall I find another like thee- to tell of
it, nor is there any other boon that is equal."

1 Yama is the knower and keeper of the cosmic Law through
which the soul has to rise by death and life to the freedom of
Immortality.
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(Yama speaks):

23. "Choose sons and grandsons who shall live
each a hundred years, choose much cattle and ele
phants and gold and horses; choose a mighty reach of
earth and thyself live for as many years as thou listest.

24. "This boon if thou deemest equal to that of
thy asking, choose wealth and long living; possess
thou, 0 Nachiketas, a mighty country; I give thee
thy desire of all desirable things for thy portion.

25. "Yea, all desires that are hard to win in the
world of mortals, all demand at thy pleasure; 10, these
delectable women with their chariots and their bugles,
whose like are not to be won by men, these I will give
thee, live with them for thy handmaidens. But of
death question not, 0 Nachiketas."

(Nachiketas speaks) :
26. "Until the morrow mortal man has these things,

o Ender, and they wear away all this keenness and
glory of his senses; nay, all life is even for a little.
T hine are these chariots and thine the dancing of these
women and their singing.
4
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27. "Man is not to be satisfied by riches, and riches
·we shall have if we have beheld thee and shall live as
long as thou shalt be lord of us.! This boon and no
other is for my choosing.

28. "Who that is a mortal man and grows old and
dwells down upon the unhappy earth, when he has
come into the presence of the ageless Immortals and
knows, yea, who when he looks very close at beauty
and enjoyment and pleasure, can take delight in over
long living?

29. "This of which they thus debate, 0 Death,
.declare to me, even that which is in the great passage;
than this boon which enters in into the secret that is
.hidden from us, no other chooses Nachiketas."

1 Life being a figure of death and Death of life, the only true
existence is the infinite, divine and immortal.
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FIRST CYCLE: SECOND CHAPTER

53

(Y ama speaks):

1. "One thing is the good and quite another thing
is the pleasant, and both seize upon a man with dif
ferent meanings. Of these whoso takes the good, it
is well with him; he falls from the aim of life who
chooses the pleasant.

2. "The good and the pleasant come to a man and
the thoughtful mind turns all around them and
distinguishes. The wise chooses out the good from
the pleasant, but the dull soul chooses the pleasant
rather than the getting of his good and its having.

3. "And thou, 0 Nachiketas, hast looked close at
the objects of desire, at pleasant things and beautiful,
and thou hast cast them from thee: thou hast not
-entered into he net of riches in which many men
sink to perdition.

4. "For far apart are these, opposite, divergent,
the one that is known as the Ignorance and the other
the Knowledge. But Nachiketas I deem truly desirous
of the knowledge whom so many desirable things
could not make to lust after them.
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5. "They who dwell in the ignorance, within it,
wise in their own wit and deeming themselves very
learned, men bewildered are they who wander about
stumbling round and round helplessly like blind men
led by the blind.

6. "The childish wit bewildered and drunken with
the illusion of riches cannot open its eyes to see the
passsge to heaven: for he that thinks this world is
and there is no other, comes again and again into
Death's thraldom.

7. "He that is not easy to be heard of by many,
and even of those that have heard, they are many
who have not known Him,-a miracle is the man
that can speak of Him wisely or is skilful to win Him,
and when one is found, a miracle is the listener who
can know Him even when taught ofHim by the knower.

8. "An inferior man cannot tell you of Him; for
thus told thou canst not truly know Him~ since He is
thought of in many aspects. Yet unless told of Him by
another thou canst not find thy way to Him; for He is
subtler than subtlety and that which logic cannot
reach.
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9. "This wisdom is not to be had by reasoning,
o beloved Nachiketas; only when told thee by another
it brings real knowledge,-the wisdom which thou
hast gotten. Truly thou art steadfast in the Truth!
Even such a questioner as thou art may I meet with
always."

·(Nachiketas speaks):

10. "I know of treasure that it is not for ever; for
not by things unstable shall one attain That One which
is stable; therefore I heaped the fire of Nachiketas,

·and by the sacrifice of momentary things I won the
.Eternal."

(Yama speaks):

II. "When thou hast seen in thy grasp~ 0 Nachi-
·ketas, the possession of desire and the firm foundation
·of this world and an infinity of power and the other
·shore of security and great praise and wide-moving
foundation,1 wise and strong in steadfastness thou didst

·cast these things from thee.

lOr, "and great fame chanted through widest regions"
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12. "Realising the God by attainment to Him
through spiritual Yoga, even the Ancient of Days who
hath entered deep into that which is hidden and is
hard to see, for He is established in our secret being'
and lodged in the cavern heart of things, the wise and.
steadfast man casts away from him joy and sorrow.

13. "When a mortal man has heard, when he has
grasped, when he has forcefully separated the Right-·
eous One from his body and won that subtle Being;
then he has delight, for he has got that which one can
indeed delight in. Verily, I deem of N achiketas as .
a house wide open."

(Nachiketas speaks) :

14. "Tell me of That which thou seest otherwhere
than in virtue and otherwhere than in unrighteousness,
otherwhere than in this created and this uncreated;
otherwhere than,in that which has been and that which
shall be."

(Yama speaks) :

15. "The seat or goal that all the Vedas glorify
and which austerities declare, for the desire of which
men practise holy living, of That will I tell thee in. brief
compass. OM is that goal, 0 Nachiketas.
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16. "For this Syllable is Brahman, this Syllable is
the Most High : this Syllable if one knows, whatsoever
one shall desire; it is his.

17. "This support is the best, this support is the '
highest, knowing this support one grows great in the
world of the Brahman.

18. "The Wise One is not born, neither does he
die: he came not from anywhere, neither is he any
one: he is unborn, he is everlasting, he is ancient and
sempiternal : he is not slain in the slaying of the body.

19. "If the slayer think that 'he slays, if the slain
think that he is slain, both of these have not the
knowledge. This slays not, neither is He slain.

20. "Finer than the fine, huger than the huge, the
self hides in the secret heart of the creature : when a
man strips himself of will and is weaned from sorrow,
then he beholds Him; purified from the mental
elements he sees the greatness of the Self-being.

21. "Seated He-journeys far off, 'lying down he goes
everywhere. Who other than I is fit to know God, even
Him who is rapture and the transcendence of rapture ?
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22. "Realising the Bodiless in bodies, the Estab
lished in things unsettled, the Great and Omnipresent
'Self, the wise and steadfast soul grieves no longer.

23. "The Self is not to be won by eloquent teaching,
nor by brain power, nor by much learning: but only
he whom this Being chooses can win Him; for to him
this Self bares H is body.

24. "None who has not ceased from doing evil,
or who is not calm, or not concentrated in his being, or
whose mind has not been tranquillised, can by wisdom
attain to Him.

25. "He to whom the sages are as meat and heroes
as food for his eating and Death is an ingredient of
His banquet, how thus shall one know of Him where
He abides ?"
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FIRST CYCLE : THIRD CHAPTER

(Yama speaks) :

I. "There are two that drink deep of the truth in
the world of work well accomplished : they are lodged
in the secret plane of being, in the highest kingdom
of the most High : as of light and shade the knowers
of Brahman speak of them, and those of the five fires
and those who kindle thrice the fire of Nachiketas.

2. "May we have strength to kindle the Agni of
Nachiketas for he is the bridge of those who do sacri
fice and he is Brahman Supreme and imperishable,
and the far shore of security to those who would
cross this Ocean.

3. "Know the body for a chariot and the soul for
the master of the chariot: know Reason for the
charioteer and the mind for the reins only.

4. "The senses they speak of as the steeds and the
obj ects of sense as the paths in which they move; and
One yoked with self and the mind and the senses, as
the enjoyer, say the . thinkers.
5
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•
5. "Now he that is without knowledge with his

mind ever unapplied, his senses are to him as wild
horses and will not obey their driver of the chariot.

6. "But he that has knowledge with his mind ever
applied, his senses are to him as noble steeds and they
obey the driver.

7. "Yea, he that is without knowledge and is un
mindful and is ever unclean, reaches not that goal,
but wanders in the cycle of phenomena.

8. "But he that has knowledge and is mindful, pure
.a lways, reaches that goal whence he is not born again.

9. "That man who uses the mind for reins and
the knowledge for the driver, reaches the end of his
road, the highest seat of Vishnu.

10. "Than the senses the objects of sense are higher:
and higher than the objects of sense is the Mind:
and higher than the Mind is the faculty of knowledge:
and than that the Great-Self is higher.

11. "And higher than the Great-Self is the
Unmanifest and higher than the U nmanifest is the
Purusha: than the Purusha there is none higher: He
is the culmination, He is the highest goal of the journey.
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12. "He is the secret Self in all existences and dOfs
not manifest Himself to the vision: yet is He seen by
the seers of the subtle by a subtle and perfect
understanding.

13. "Let the wise man restrain speech in his mind
and mind in Self, and knowledge in the Great-Self,
.and that again let him restrain in the Self that is at
peace.

14. "Arise, awake, find out the great ones and learn
.of them: for sharp as a razor's edge, hard to traverse,
difficult of going is that path, say the sages.

15. "That in which sound is not, nor touch, nor
:shape, nor diminution) nor taste nor smell, that which
is eternal, and It is without end or beginning, higher
than the Great-Self, the stable; that having seen, from
the mouth of death there is deliverance."

16. The man of intelligence having spoken or heard
the eternal story of Nachiketas wherein Death was
the speaker, grows great in the world of the Brahman.

17. He who being pure recites this supreme secret
at the time of the Shraddha in the assembly of the
.Brahmins, that turns for him to infinite existence.
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SECOND CYCLE: FIRST CHAPTER

71

(Yama speaks):

1. "The self-born has set the doors of the body to
face outwards, therefore the soul of a man gazes out
ward and not at the Self within: hardly a wise man
here and there, desiring immortality, turns his eyes
inward and sees the Self within him.

2. "The rest childishly follow after desire and
pleasure and walk into the snare of Death that gapes
wide for them. But calm souls, having learned of
immortality, seek not for permanence in the things
of this world that pass and are not.

3. "By the Self one knows form and taste and smell,
by the Self one knows sound and touch and the joy of
m an with woman: what is there left in this world of
which' the Self not knows?
This is That thou seekest,

4. "The calm soul having comprehended the great
Lord, the omnipresent Self by whom one beholds
both to the end of dream and to the end of waking,
ceases from grieving.
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5. "He that has known from the very close this
Eater of sweetness, the jiva, the self within that is lord
of what was and what shall be, shrinks not thereafter
from aught nor abhors any.
This is That thou seekest.

6. "He is the seer that sees Him who came into
being before austerity and was before the waters:
deep in the heart of the creature he sees Him, for there
He stands by the mingling of the elements.
This is That thou seekest.

7. "This is Aditi, the mother of the Gods, who was
born through the Prana and by the mingling of the
elements had her being: deep in the heart of things

.she has entered, there she is seated.
This is That thou seekest.

8. "As a woman carries with care the unborn
child in her womb, so is the Master of Knowledge
lodged in the tinders: and day by day should men
worship him, who live the waking life and stand before
him with sacrifices; for he is that Agni.
This is That thou seekest.
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9. "He from whom the sun arises and to whom the .
sun returns, and in Him are all the Gods established;
none passes beyond Him.
This is That thou seekest.

10. "What is in this world, is also inthe other: and
what is in the other, that again is in this: who thinks he
sees difference here, from death to death he goes.

II. "Through the mind must we understand that
there is nothing in this world that really varies: who
thinks he sees difference here, from death to death he
goes.

12. "The Purusha who is seated in the midst of our
self is no larger than the finger of a man; He is the Lord .
of what was and what shall be. Him having seen one
shrinks not from aught, nor abhors any.
This is That thou seekest.

13. "The Purusha that is within us is no larger than
the finger of a man: He is like a blazing fire that is
without smoke, He is lord of His past and His future.
He alone is today and He alone shall be tomorrow.
This is That thou seekest.
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14. "As water that rains in the rough and difficult
places, runs to many sides on the mountain tops, so he
that sees separate law and action of the One Spirit>
follows in the track of what he sees.

15. "But as pure water that is poured into pure
water, even as it was such it remains, so is it with the
soul of the thinker who knows God, 0 seed of
Gautama."

SECOND CYCLE: SECOND CHAPTER

(Yama speaks):

1. "The unborn who is not devious-minded has a
city with eleven gates: when he takes up his abode in it,
he grieves not, but when he is set free from it, that is
his deliverance.
This is That thou seekest.
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2. "Lo, the Swan whose dwelling is in the purity,
He is the Vasu in the inter-regions, the Sacrificer
at the altar, the Guest in the vessel of the .drinking:
He is in man and in the Great Ones and His home is
in the law, and His dwelling is in the firmament: He
is all that is born of water and all .that is born of earth
and all that is born on the mountains. He is the Truth
and He is the Mighty One.

3. "This is he that draws the main breath upward
and casts the lower breath downward. The Dwarf
that sits in the centre, to Him all the Gods do homage.

4. "When this encased Spirit that is in the body,
falls away from it, when He is freed from its casing,
what is there then that remains?
This is That thou seekest.

5. "Man that is mortal lives not by the breath, no,
nor by the lower breath; but by something else we
Jive in which both these have their being.

6. "Surely, 0 Gautama, I will tell thee of this secret
and eternal Brahman and likewise what becomes of
. he soul when one dies.
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7. "For some enter a womb to the embodying of
the Spirit and others follow after the Immovable:
according to their deeds is their goal and after the
measure of their revealed knowledge.

8. "This that wakes in the sleepers creating desire
upon desire, this Purusha, Him they call the Bright
One, Him Brahman, Him Immortality, and in Him are
all the worlds established: none goes beyond Him.
This is That thou seekest.

9. "Even as one Fire has entered into the world,
but it shapes itself to the forms it meets, so there is
one Spirit within all creatures, but it shapes itself to
form and form: it is likewise outside these.

10. "Even as one Air has entered into the world,
but it shapes itself to the forms it meets, so there is
one Spirit within all creatures, but it shapes itself to
form and form: it is likewise outside these.

I I. "Even as the Sun is the eye of all this world,
yet is not soiled by the outward blemishes of the
visual, so there is one Spirit wi thin all creatures, but
the sorrow of this world soils it not: for it is beyond
grief and danger.
6
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12. "One calm and controlling Spirit within all
-creatures that makes one form into many fashions:
the calm and strong who see Him in their self as in a
mirror, theirs is eternal felicity and 'tis not for others.

13. "The One Eternal in the transient, the One con
sciousness in many conscious beings, who being One
orders the desires of many: the calm and strong who
behold Him in their self as in a mirror, theirs is
eternal peace and 'tis not for others.

14. "'This is He' is all they can realise of Him,
a highest felicity which none can point to nor any
define it. How shall I know of Him whether He
shines or reflects one light and another?

I

15. "There the sun cannot shine and the moon
has no lustre: all the stars are blind: there our light
nings flash not, neither any earthly fire. For all that
is bright is but the shadow of His brightness and by
Ris shining all this shines."
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KATHA UPANISHAD

SECOND CYCLE: THIRD CHAPTER

85

(Y ama speaks) :

I. "This is an eternal Aswattha-tree whose root is
above, but its branches are downward. It is He that
is called the Bright One and Brahman, and Immorta
lity, and in Him are all the worlds established, none
goes beyond Him.
This is That thou seekest.

2. "All this universe of motion moves in the Prana
and from the Prana also it proceeded: a mighty terror
.is He, yea, a thunderbolt uplifted. Who know Him,
.are the immortals.

3. "For fear of Him the Fire burns: for fear of Him
Lhe Sun gives heat: for fear of Him Indra and Vayu
.and Death hasten in their courses.

4. "If in this world of men and before thy body
'fall from thee, thou wert able to apprehend it, then
thou availeth for embodiment in the worlds that He
.creates,
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5. "In the self one sees God as in a mirror, but as
in a dream in the world of the Fathers: and as in
water one sees the surface of an object, so one sees
Him in the world of the Gandharvas. But He is seen
as light and shade in the heaven of the Spirit.

6. "The calm soul having comprehended the
separateness of the senses and the rising of them and
their setting and their separate emergence, puts from
him pain and sorrow.

7. "The mind is higher than the senses, and higher
than the mind is the genius, above the genius is the
Mighty Spirit, and higher than the Mighty One is
the U nmanifested.

8. " But highest above the Unmanifested is the
Purusha who pervades all and alone has no sign nor
feature. Mortal man knowing Him is released into
immortality.

9. "God has not set His body within the ken of
seeing, neither does any man with the eye behold Him,
but to the heart and the mind and the super-mind
He is manifest. Who know Him are the immortals.
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10. "When the five senses cease and are at rest and
-the mind rests with them and the higher mind ceases
·from its workings, that is the highest state, say thinkers.

11. "The state unperturbed when the senses are
imprisoned in the mind, of this they say 'It is Yoga'.
Then man becomes very vigilant, for Yoga is the birth

·of things and their ending."

12. "Not with the mind has man the power to get
-God, no, nor through speech, nor by the eye. Unless
-one says 'He is,' how can one become sensible of Him?

13. "One must apprehend God in the concept
" He Is' and also in His essential: but when he has
.grasped Him as the 'Is', then the essential of God
dawns upon a man.

14. "When every desire that finds lodging in the
·heart of man, has been loosened from its moorings,
then this mortal puts on immortality: even here he
tastes God, in this human body.

1 Shankara interprets, "as Yoga has a beginning (birth) so has an
ending" . But this is not what the Sruti says.
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15. "Yea, when all the strings of the heart are
rent asunder, even here, in this human birth, then the
mortal becomes immortal. This is the whole teaching
of the Scriptures.

16. "A hundred and one are the nerves of the
heart, and of all these only one issues out through .
the head of a man: by this his soul mounts up to its
immortal home, but the rest lead him to all sorts and
conditions of births in his passing.

17. "The Purusha, the Spirit within, who is no
larger than the finger of a man is seated for ever in
the heart of creatures: one must separate Him with

'patience from one's own body as one separates from
a blade of grass its main fibre. Thou shalt know Him
for the Bright Immortal, yea, for the Bright Immortal." ·

18. Thus did Nachiketas with Death for his teacher
win the God-knowledge: he learned likewise the
whole ordinance of Yoga: thereafter he obtained God
and became void of stain and void of death. So shall
another be who comes likewise to the Science of the:
Spirit.
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MUNDAKA UPANISHAD

CHAPTER ONE: SECTION I

I. Brahma first of the Gods was born, the creator
f all, the world's protector; he to Atharvan, his

eldest son, declared the God-knowledge in which all
sciences have their foundation.

2. The God-knowledge by Brahma declared to
Atharvan, Atharvan of old declared to Angir; he to
Satyavaha the Bharadwaja, told it, the Bharadwaja to

.Angiras, both the higher and the lower knowledge.

3. Shaunaka, the great house-lord, came to Angiras
in the due way of the disciple and asked of him,
·" Lord, by knowing what does all this that is become
.known?"

4. To him thus spoke Angiras: "Twofold is the
knowledge that must be known of which the knowers
of the Brahman tell, the higher and the lower
knowledge."
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5. Of which the lower, the Rig Veda and the Yajur
Veda, and the Sarna Veda and the Atharva Veda,
chanting, ritual, grammar, etymological interpretation,
and prosody and astronomy. And then the higher by
which is known the Immutable.

6. That the invisible, that the unseizable, without
connections, without hue, without eye or ear, that
which is without hands or feet, eternal, pervading,
which is in all things and impalpable, that which is
Imperishable, that which is the womb of creatures
sages behold everywhere.

7. As the spider puts out and gathers in, as herbs
spring up upon the earth, as hair of head and body
grow from a living man, so here all is born from the
Immutable.

8. Brahman grows by his energy at work, and then
from Him is Matter born, and out of Matter life,
and mind and truth and the worlds, and in works
immortality.

9. He who is the Omniscient, the All-wise, He whose
energy is all made of knowledge, from Him is born
this that is Brahman here, this Name and Form and
Matter.
7
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MUNDAKA UPANISHAD

CHAPTER ONE: SECTION II

99

1. This is That, the Truth of things: works which
-the sages beheld in the Mantras! were in the Treta"
manifoldly extended. Works do ye perform religiously
with one passion for the Truth; this is your road to
the heaven of Good deeds.

2. When the fire of the sacrifice is kindled and the
flame sways and quivers, then between the double
pourings of butter cast therein with faith thy offerings.

3. For he whose altar-fires are empty of the new
moon offering and the full-moon offering and the
offering of the rains and the offering of the first fruits,
or unfed, or fed without right ritual, or without
guests or without the dues to the Vishwa-Devas,
destroys his hope of all the seven worlds.

4. Kali, the black, Karali, the terrible, Manojava,
thought-swift, Sulohita, blood-red, Sudhumravarna,
smoke-hued, Sphulingini, scattering sparks, Vishwa
ruchi, the all-beautiful, these are the seven swaying
tongues of the fire.

1 The inspired verses of the Veda.
2 The second of the four ages.
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5. He who in these when they are blazing bright
-performs the rites, in their due season, him his fires
of sacrifice take and they lead him, these rays of the
sun, there where the Overlord of the Gods is the
Inhabitant on high.

6. "Come with us", "Come with us", they cry to
him, these luminous fires of sacrifice and they bear
.him by the rays of the sun speaking to him pleasant
·words of sweetness, doing him homage, "This is
your holy world of Brahman and the heaven of your
righteousness." .

7. But frail are the ships of sacrifice, frail these
·forms of sacrifice, all the eighteen of them, in which
.are declared the lower works; fools are they who hail
them as the highest good and they come yet again to
this world of age and death.

8. They who dwell shut within the ignorance and
they hold themselves for learned men thinking "We,
-even we are the wise and the sages"-fools are they
-and they wander around beaten and stumbling like

lind men led by the blind.
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9. They dwell in many bonds of the Ignorance,
children thinking, "We have achieved our aim of
Paradise"; for when the men of works are held by
their affections, and arrive not at the Knowledge, then
they are overtaken by anguish, then their Paradise
wastes by enjoying and they fall from their heavens.

10. Minds bewildered who hold the oblation offered
and the well dug for the greatest righteousness and
know not any other highest good, on the back of hea
ven they enjoy the world won by their righteousness
and enter again this or even a lower world.

I I. But they who in the forest follow after faith and
self-discipline, calm and full of knowledge, living
upon alms, cast from them the dust of their passions,
and through the gate of the Sun they pass on there
where is the Immortal, the Spirit, the Self undecaying
and imperishable.

12. The seeker of the Brahman, having put to the
test the worlds piled up by works, arrives at world
distaste, for! not by work done is reached He who is
Uncreated. For the knowledge of That, let him
approach, fuel in hand, a Guru one who is learned in the
Veda and is devoted to contemplation of the Brahman.

lOr, "He, the uncreated, lives not by that which is made." Liter-
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9. They dwell in many bonds of the Ignorance,
children thinking, "We have achieved our aim of
Paradise"; for when the men of works are held by
their affections, and arrive not at the Knowledge, then
they are overtaken by anguish, then their Paradise
wastes by enjoying and they fall from their heavens.

10. Minds bewildered who hold the oblation offered
and the well dug for the greatest righteousness and
know not any other highest good, on the back of hea
ven they enjoy the world won by their righteousness
and enter again this or even a lower world.

I I. But they who in the forest follow after faith and
self-discipline, calm and full of knowledge, living
upon alms, cast frem them the dust of their passions,
and through the gate of the Sun they pass on there
where is the Immortal, the Spirit, the Self undecaying
and imperishable.

12. The seeker of the Brahman, having put to the
test the worlds piled up by works, arrives at world
distaste, for! not by work done is reached He who is
Uncreated. For the knowledge of That, let him
approach, fuel in hand, a Guru one who is learned in the
Veda and is devoted to contemplation of the Brahman.

lOr, "He, the uncreated, lives not by that which is made." Liter-
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13. To him because he has taken entire refuge
with him, with a heart tranquillised and a spirit at
peace, that man of knowledge declares in its principles
the science of the Brahman by which one comes to
know the Immutable Spirit, the True and Real.

CHAPTER TWO : SECTION I

I. This is That, is the Truth of things: as from
.one high-kindled fire thousands of different sparks
'are born and all have the same form of fire, so, 0
fair son, from the immutable manifold becomings are
born and even into that they depart.

2. He, the divine, the formless Spirit, even he is
the outward and the inward and he the Unborn; he
is beyond life, beyond mind, luminous, Supreme
beyond the immutable.

3. Life and mind and the senses are born from him
.and the sky, and the ,wind, and light, and the waters
and earth upholding all that is.

.ally, "not by the made (or, by that which is done) the Unmade,
{He who is uncreated)",
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4. Fire is the head of Him and his eyes are the
Sun and Moon, the quarters his organs of hearing
and the revealed Vedas are his voice, air is his breath,
the universe is his heart, Earth lies at his feet. He is.
the inner Self in all beings.

5. From Him is fire, of which the Sun is the fuel,
then rain from the Soma, herbs upon the earth, and
the male casts his seed into woman: thus are these
many peoples born from the Spirit.

6. From Him are the hymns of the Rig Veda, the
Sarna and the Yajur, initiation, and all sacrifices and
works of sacrifice, and dues given, the year and the
giver of the sacrifice and the worlds, on which the ·
moon shines and the sun.

7. And from Him have issued many gods, and
demi-gods and men and beasts and birds, the main
breath and downward breath, and rice and barley,
and askesis and faith and Truth, and chastity and rule
of right practice.

8. The seven breaths are born from Him and the
seven lights and kinds of fuel and the seven oblations
and these seven worlds in which move the life-breaths.
set within with the secret heart for their dwelling
place, seven and seven.
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9. From Him are the oceans and all these moun-
tains and from Him flow rivers of all forms, and
from Him are all plants, and sensible delight which
makes the soul to abide with the material elements.

10. The Spirit is all this universe; he is works and
askesis and the Brahman, supreme and immortal. 0
fair son, he who knows this hidden in the secret heart,
scatters even here in this world the knot of the
Ignorance.

CHAPTER TWO: SECTION II

I. Manifested, it is here set close within, moving
in the secret heart, this is the mighty foundation and
into it is consigned all that moves and breathes and
sees. This that is that great foundation here, know,
as the Is and Is-not, the supremely desirable, greatest
and the Most High, beyond the knowledge of creatures.

2. That which is the Luminous, that which is
smaller than the atoms, that in which are set the worlds
and their peoples, That is This,-it is Brahman
immutable: life is That, it is speech and mind. That
is This, the True and Real, it is That which is im
mortal: it is into That that thou must pierce, 0 fair
son, into That penetrate.
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3. Take up the bow of the Upanishad, that mighty
weapon, set to it an arrow sharpened by adoration,
draw the bow with a heart wholly devoted to the
contemplation of That, and 0 fair son, penetrate into
that as thy target, even into the Immutable.

4. OM is the bow and the soul is the arrow, and
That, ev:en the Brahman, is spoken of as the target.
That must be pierced with an unfaltering aim; one
must be absorbed into That as an arrow is lost in its
target.

5. He in whom are inwoven heaven and earth and
the mid-region, and mind with all the life-currents,
Him know to be the one Self; other words put away
from you: this is the bridge to immortality.

6. Where the nerves are brought close together like
the spokes in the nave of a chariot-wheel, this is He
that moves within,-there is He manifold1y born.
Meditate on the Self as OM and happy be your passage
to the other shore'[beyond the darkness.

7. The Omniscient, the All-wise, whose is this
might and majesty upon the earth, is this self enthroned
in the Divine city of the Brahman, in his ethereal
heaven.
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8. A mental being, leader of the life and the body,
has set a heart in matter, in matter he has taken his
firm foundation. By its knowing the wise see every
where around them That which shines in its effulgence,
a shape of Bliss and immortal.

9. The knot of the heart strings is rent, cut away
are all doubts, and a man's works are spent and perish,
when is seen That which is at once the being below
and the Supreme.

10. In a supreme golden sheath the Brahman lies,
stainless, without parts. A Splendour is That, It is the
Light ofLights, It is That which the self-knowers know.

I I. There the sun shines not and the moon has no
splendour and the stars are blind; there these lightnings
flash not, how then shall burn this earthly fire? All
that shines is but the shadow of his shining; all this
universe is effulgent with his light.

12. All this is Brahman immortal, naught else;
Brahman is in front of us, Brahman behind us, and
to the south of us and to the north of us- and below
us and above us; it stretches everywhere. All this is
Brahman alone, all this magnificent universe.

1 Or 'to the right and the left of us'
8
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CHAPTER THREE: SECTION I

lIS

I. Two birds, beautiful of wing, close companions,
ding to one common tree: of the two one eats
the sweet fruit of the tree, the other eats not but
watches his fellow.

2. The soul is the bird that sits immersed on
the one common tree; but because he is not lord he is
bewildered and has sorrow. But when he sees that
other who is the Lord and beloved, he knows that all
is His greatness and his sorrow passes away from him.

3. When, a seer, he sees the Golden-hued, the
maker, the Lord, the Spirit who is the source of
Brahman', then he becomes the knower and shakes
from his wings sin and virtue; pure of all stain he
reaches the supreme identity.2

lOr, 'whose source is Brahman'; Shankara admits the other
meaning as an alternative, but explains it as 'the source of the
lower Brahman!

2 Or, 'pure of all staining tinge he reaches to a supreme equality.'
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4. This is the life in things that shines manifested
by all these beings; a man of knowledge coming
wholly to .know this, draws back from creeds and too
much disputings. In the Self his delight, at play in
the Self, doing works,-the best is he among the
knowers of the Eternal.

5. The Self can always be won by truth, by self
discipline, by integral knowledge, by a life of purity,
-this Self that is in the inner body, radiant, made all
of light whom, by the perishing of their blemishes
doers of askesis behold.

6. It is Truth that conquers and not falsehood; by
Truth was stretched out the path of the . journey of
the gods, by whch the sages winning their desire ascend
there where Truth has its Supreme abode.

7. Vast is That, divine, its form unthinkable; it
shines out subtler than the subtle;" very far and farther
than farness, it is here close to us, for those who have
vision it is even here in this world; it is here, hidden
in the secret heart.

lOr, 'minuter than the minute'
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8. Eye cannot seize, speech cannot grasp Him,
nor these other godheads; not by austerity can he be
held nor by works: only when the inner being is
purified by a glad serenity of knowledge, then indeed,
meditating, one beholds the Spirit indivisible.

9. This self is subtle and has to be known by a
thought-mind into which the life-force has made its
fivefold entry: all the conscious heart of creatures is
shot through and inwoven with the currents of the
life-force and only when it is purified can this Self
manifest its power'.

10. Whatever world the man whose inner being
is purified sheds the light of his mind upon, and what
soever desires jhe cherishes, that world he takes by con
quest, and those desires. Then, let whosoever seeks
for success and well-being approach with homage a
sell-knower.

1 The verb oibhaoati seems here to have a complex sense and
to mean, 'to manifest its full power and pervading presence:
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CHAPTER THREE: SECTION II

121

I. He knows this supreme Brahman as the highest
abiding place in which shines out, inset, the radiant
world. The wise who are without desire and worship
the Spirit pass beyond this sperm.'

2. He who cherishes desires and his mind dwells with
his longings, is by his desires born again wherever
they lead him, but the man who has won all his desire"
and has found his soul, for him even here, in this
world vanish away all desires.

3. This Self is not won by exegesis, nor by brain
power, nor by much learning of Scripture. Only by
him whom It chooses can it be won; to him this Self
unveils its own body.

1 Shankara takes it so in the sense of semen virile, which is the
<cause of birth into the cosmos. But it is possible that it means rather
"pass beyond this brilliant universe', the radiant world which
has just been spoken of, to the greater Light which is its abiding
place and source, the supreme Brahman.

2 Or, 'finished with desires'

•
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4. This Self cannot be won by any who is without
strength, nor with error in the seeking, nor by an
askesis without the true mark: but when a man of
knowledge strives by these means his Self enters into
Brahman, his abiding place.

5. Attaining to him, seers glad with fullness of
knowledge, perfected in the self, all passions cast
from them, tranquillised,-these, the wise, come to
the all-pervading from every side, and, uniting them
selves with him enter utterly the All.

6. Doers of askesis who have made sure of the aim!
of the whole-knowledge of Vedanta, the inner being
purified by the Yoga of renunciation, all in the hour
of their last end passing beyond death are released
into the worlds of the Brahman.

7. The fifteen parts return into their foundations,.
and all the gods pass into their proper godheads,
works and the Self of Knowledge,-all become one
in the Supreme and Imperishable.

lOr, 'meaning'
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8. As rivers in their flowing reach their home! in
the ocean and cast off their names and forms, even
so one who knows is delivered from name and form
and reaches the Supreme beyond the Most High,
even the Divine Person.

9. He, verily, who knows that Supreme Brahman
becomes himself Brahman; in his lineage none is,born
who knows not the Brahman. He crosses beyond
sorrow, he crosses beyond sin, he is delivered from the
knotted cord of the secret heart and becomes immortal.

10. This is That declared by the Rig-Veda. Doers.
of works, versed in the Veda, men absorbed in the
Brahman, who putting their faith in the sole-seer
offer themselves to him sacrifice,-to them one should
speak this Brahman Knowledge, men by whom the
Vow of the Head has been done according to the rite.

I I. This is That, the Truth of things which the
seer Angirasa spoke of old. This none learns who
has not performed the vow of the Head. Salutation
to the seers Supreme! Salutation to the seers Supreme!

lOr, 'come to their end'
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1. OM is this imperishable Word, OM is the
Universe, and this is the exposition .of OM. The
past, the present and the future, all that was, all that
is, all that will be, is OM. Likewise all .else that may
exist beyond the bounds of Time, that too is OM.

2. All this Universe is the Eternal Brahman, this
Self is the Eternal, and the Self is fourfold.

3. He whose place is the wakefulness, who is wise
of the outward, who has seven limbs, to whom there
are nineteen doors, who feels and enjoys gross objects,
Vaishwanara, the Universal Male, fie is the first.

4. He whose place is the dream, who is wise of the
inward, who has seven limbs, to whom there are
nineteen doors, who feels and enjoys subtle objects,
Taijasa, the Inhabitant in Luminous Mind, He is
the second.
9
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5. When one sleeps and yearns not with any desire,
nor sees any dream, that is the perfect slumber. He
whose place is the perfect slumber, who is become
Oneness, who is wisdom gathered into itself, who is
made of mere delight, who enjoys delight unrelated,
to whom conscious mind is the door, Prajna, the
Lord of Wisdom, He is the third.

- 6. This is the Almighty, this is the Omniscient,
this is the Inner Soul, this is the Womb of the Uni
verse, this is the Birth and Destruction of creatures.

7. He who is neither inward-wise, nor outward
wise, nor both inward and outward wise, nor wisdom
self-gathered, nor possessed of wisdom, nor un
possessed of wisdom, He Who is unseen and incom
municable, unseizable, featureless, unthinkable, and
unnameable, Whose essentiality is awareness of the
Self in its single existence, in Whom all phenomena
dissolve, Who is Calm, Who is Good, Who is the
One than Whom there is no other, Him they deem
the fourth: He is the Self, He is the object of
Knowledge.

8. Now this the Self, as to the imperishable Word,
is OM: and as to the letters, His parts are the letters
.and the letters are His parts, namely, A U M.
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9. The Waker, Vaishwanara, the Universal Male,
He is A, the first letter, because of Initiality and
Pervasiveness: he that knows Him for such per
vades and attains all his desires: he becomes the source
and first.

10. The Dreamer, Taijasa, the Inhabitant in Lumi
nous Mind, He is U, the second letter, because of
Advance and Centrality: he that knows Him for such,
advances the bounds of his knowledge and rises above
difference: nor of his seed is any born that knows not
the Eternal.

II. The Sleeper, Prajna, the Lord of Wisdom, He
is M, the third letter, because of Measure and Finality:
he that knows Him for such measures with himself the
Universe and becomes the departure into the Eternal.

12. Letterless is the fourth, the Incommunicable,
the end of phenomena, the Good, the One than
Whom there is no other: thus is OM. He that knows
is the Self and enters by his self into the Self, he that
knows, he that knows.
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(Being the Upanishad of the six Questions )

. FIRST QUESTION

I. OM! Salutation to the Supreme Spirit. The
supreme is OM.

Sukesha the Bharadwaja: the Shaibya, Satyakama;
Gargya, son of the Solar race; the Koshalan, son of
Ashwala; the Bhargava of Vidarbha; and Kabandhi
Katyayana;-these sought the Most High God, believ
ing in the Supreme and to the Supreme devoted.
Therefore they came to the Lord Pippalada, for they
said, "This is he that shall tell us of that Universal."

2. The Rishi said to them, "Another year do ye
dwell in holiness and faith and askesis: then ask what
ye will, and if I know, surely I will conceal nothing."

3. Then came Kabandhi, son of Katya, to him and
asked: "Lord, whence are all these creatures born?"
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4. To him answered the Rishi Pippalada: "The Eter
nal Father desired children, therefore he put forth
his energy and by the heat of his energy produced
twin creatures, Prana the Life, who is Male, and
Rayi the Matter, who is Female. 'These', said he,
'shall make for me children of many natures.'

5. "The Sun verily is Life and the Moon is no more
than Matter: yet truly all this Universe formed and
formless is Matter: therefore Form and Matter are
One.

6. "Now when the Sun rising enters the East, then
absorbs he the eastern breaths info his rays. But when
he illumines the south and west and north, and below
and above and all the angles of space, yea, all that is,
then he takes all the breaths in his rays.

7. "Therefore is this fire that rises, this Universal
Male, of whom all things are the bodies, Prana the
breath of existence. This is that which was said in the
Rig-Veda :-

8. " 'Fire is this burning and radiant Sun, he is the
One lustre and all-knowing Light, he is the highest
heaven of spirits. With a thousand rays he burns and
exists in a hundred existences; 10 this Sun that rises,
he is the Life of all his creatures'.
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9. "The year also is that Eternal Father and of the'
year there are two paths, the northern solstice and the
southern. Now they who worship God with the well
dug and the oblation offered, deeming these to be
righteousness, conquer their heavens of the Moon:
these return again to the world of birth. Therefore do
the souls of sages who have not yet put from them the
desire of offspring, take the way of the southern
solstice which is the road of the Fathers. And this also
is Matter, the Female.

10. "But by the way of the northern solstice go the'
souls that have sought the Spirit through holiness and
knowledge and faith and askesis: for they conquer
their heavens of the Sun. There is the resting place of
the breaths, there immortality casts out fear, there is
the highest heaven of spirits: thence no soul returns:
therefore is the wall and barrier. Whereof this is the
Scripture:-

II. " 'Five-portioned, some say, is the Father and
has twelve figures and he flows in the upper hemisphere
beyond the heavens: but others speak of him as the
Wisdom who stands in a chariot of six spokes and
seven wheels'.
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12. "The month also is that Eternal Father, whereof
the dark fortnight is Matter, the Female and the
bright fortnight is Life, the Male. Therefore do one
manner of sages offer sacrifice in the bright fortnight
and another in the dark.

13. "Day and night also are the Eternal Father,
whereof the Day is Life and the night is Matter.
Therefore do they offend against their own life who
take joy with woman by day: by night who take joy,
enact holiness.

14. "Food is the Eternal Father: for of this came
the seed and of the seed is the world of creatures born.

15. "They therefore who perform the vow of the
Eternal Father produce the twin creature. But theirs
is the heaven of the spirit in whom are established
askesis and holiness and in whom Truth has her
dwelling.

16. "Theirs is the heaven of the Spirit, the world
all spotless, in whom there is neither crookedness
nor lying nor any illusion."
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SECOND QUESTION

145

I. Then the Bhargava, the Vidarbhan, asked him:
"Lord, how many Gods maintain this creature, and
how many illumine it, and which of these again is
the mightiest?"

2. To him answered the Rishi Pippalada: "These
are the Gods, even Ether and Wind and Fire and
Water and Earth and Speech and Mind and Sight
and Hearing. These nine illumine the creature: there
fore they vaunted themselves, 'we, even we support
this harp of God and we are the preservers'.

3. "Then answered Breath, their mightiest: 'Yield
not unto delusion: I dividing myselfinto this fivefold
support this harp of God, I am its preserver'. But
they believed him not.

4. "Therefore offended he rose up, he' was issuing
out from the body. But when the Breath goes out,
then go all the others with him, and when the Breath
abides all the thers abide: therefore as bees with the
kingbee: when he goes out all go out with him, and
when he abides all abide, even so was it with Speech
and Mind and Sight and Hearing: then were they
well-pleased and hymned the Breath to adore him.
10
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5. " 'Lo this is he that is Fire and the Sun that
burns , Rain and Indra and Earth and Air, Matter and
Deity, Form and Formless, and Immortality.

6. " 'As the spokes meet in the nave of a wheel, so
.are all things in the Breath established, the Rig Veda
and the Yajur and the Sarna, and Sacrifice and Brah
minhood and Kshatriyahood.

7. " 'As the Eternal Father thou movest in the
womb and art born in the likeness of the parents. To
thee, 0 Life, the world of creatures offer the burnt
.offering, who 'by the breaths abidest.

8. "'Of all the Gods thou art the strongest and
-fiercest and to the fathers thou art the first oblation:.
thou art the truth and virtue of the sages and thou
art Atharvan among the sons of Angiras.

9. "'Thou art Indra, 0 Breath, by thy splendour
and energy art Rudra because thou preservest: thou
walkest in the welkin as the Sun, that imperial lustre.

10. " 'When thou, 0 Breath, rainest, thy creatures
-stand all joy because there shall be grain to the heart's
.desire.
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11. " 'Thou art, 0 Breath, the unpurified and thou
.art Fire, the only purity, the devourer of all and the
.lord of existences. We are the givers to thee of thy
eating: for thou, 0 Matariswan, art our Father.

12. " 'That body of thine which is established in
·the speech, sight and hearing, and in the mind is
-extended, that make propitious: 0 Life, go not out
from our midst!

13. " 'For all this Universe, yea, all that is esta
.blished in the heavens to the Breath is subject: guard
'us as a mother watches over her little children: give
'u s fortune and beauty, give us Wisdom'."

THIRD QUESTION

1. Then the Koshalan, the son of Ashwala, asked
.him: "Lord, whence is this Life born? How comes
:it in this body or how stands by self-division? By
what 'departs, or how maintains the outward and
how the inward spiritual?"

2. To him answered the Rishi Pippalada: "Many
.and difficult things thou askest: but because thou art
v ery holy, therefore will I tell thee.
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3. "Of the Spirit is this breath of Life born: even
as a shadow is cast by a man, so is this Life extended
in the Spirit and by the action of the Mind it enters
into this body.

4. "As an emperor commands his officers and he
says to one, 'Govern for me these villages', and to
another 'Govern for me these others', so this breath,
the Life, appoints the other breaths each in his
province.

5. "In the anus and the organ of pleasure is the
lower breath, and in the eyes and the ears, the mouth
and the nose, the main breath itself is seated; but
the medial breath is in the middle. This is he that
equally distributes the burnt offering of food: for
from this are the seven fires born.

6. "The Spirit in the heart abides, and in the heart
there are one hundred and one nerves, and each nerve
has a hundred branch-nerves and each branch-nerve
has seventy two thousand sub-branch-nerves: through
these the breath pervasor moves.

7. "Of these many there is one by which the upper
breath departs that by virtue takes to the heaven of
virtue, by sin to the hell of sin, and by mingled sin
and righteousness back to the world of men restores.
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8. "The Sun is the main breath outside this body,
-for it cherishes the eye in its rising. The divinity in
the earth, she attracts the lower breath of man, and
the ether between is the medial breath; air is the
breath pervasor.

9. "Light the primal energy, is the upper breath:
therefore when the light and heat in a man has dwin
dled, his senses retire into the mind and with these
.he departs into another birth.

10. "Whatsoever be the mind of a man, with that
.mind he seeks refuge with the breath when he dies,
.and the breath and the upper breath lead him with
-the Spirit within him to the world of his imaginings.

I I. "The wise man that knows thus of the breath,
his progeny wastes not and he becomes immortal.

'Whereof this is the Scripture:-

12. " 'By knowing the origin of the Breath, his
coming and his staying and his lordship in the five

-provinces, likewise his relation to the Spirit, one shall
,taste immortality'."
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FOURTH QUESTION

155

I. Then Gargya of the Solar race asked him, "Lord,.
what are they that slumber in this Existing and what
that keep vigil? Who is this god who sees dreams or
whose is this felicity? Into whom do all they vanish?"

•
2. To him answered the Rishi Pippa1ada: "0

Gargya, as are the rays of the sun in its setting, for
they retire and all become one in yonder circle of
splendour, but when he rises again once more they
walk abroad, so all the man becomes one in the highest
god, even the mind. Then indeed this being sees not,.
neither hears, nor does he smell, nor taste, nor touch,
nor speaks he aught, nor takes in or gives out, nor
comes nor goes: he feels not any felicity. Then they
say of him, 'He sleeps'.

3. "But the fires of the breath keep watch in that
sleeping city. The lower breath is the householder's
fire and the breath pervasor the fire of the Lares that
burns to the southward. The main breath is the
orient fire of the sacrifice: and even as the eastern fire
takes its "fuel from the western, so in the slumber of a
man the main breath takes from the lower.
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4. "But the medial breath is the priest, the sacri-
ficant: for he equalises the offering of the inbreath
and the offering of the outbreath. The Mind is the
giver of the sacrifice and the upper breath is the fruit
of the sacrifice, for it takes the sacrificer day by day
into the presence of the Eternal.

5. "Now the Mind in dream revels in the glory or
his imaginings. All that it has seen it seems to see
over again, and of all that it has heard it repeats the·
hearing: yea, all that it has felt and thought and
known in many lands and in various regions, these
it lives over again in its dreaming. What it has seen.
and what it has not seen, what it has heard and what
it has not heard, what it has known and what it has
not known, what is and what is not, all, all it sees: for
the Mind is the Universe.

6. "But when he is overwhelmed with light, then.
Mind, the God, dreams no longer: then in this body
he has felicity.

7. "0 fair son, as birds wing towards their resting:
tree, so do all these depart into the Supreme Spirit ;
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8. "Earth and the inner things of earth: water and
t he inner things of water : light and the inner things
of light: air and the inner things of air: ether and the
inner things of ether : the eye and its seeings: the ear
and its hearings: smell and the objects of smell: taste
and the objects of taste : the skin and the objects of
touch : speech and the things to be spoken: the two
hands and their takings: the organ of pleasure and
its en joyings : the anus and its excretions: the feet
and their goings: the mind and its feelings: the intel
ligence and what it understands: the sense of Ego and
that which is felt to be Ego: the conscious heart and
that of which it is conscious: light and what it lightens:
L ife and the things it maintains.

9. "For this that sees and touches, hears, smells,
t astes, feels, understands, acts, is the reasoning self,
t he Male within. This too departs into the Higher
Self which is Imperishable.

10. "He that knows the shadowless, colourless,
b odiless, luminous and imperishable Spirit, attains
to ·the Imperishable, even to the Most High. 0 fair
son, he knows the All and becomes the All. Whereof
this is the Scripture:-
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II. "'He, a fair son, that knows the Imperishable
into whom the understanding self departs, and all the
Gods, and the life-breaths and the elements, he
knows the Universe... !'"

FIFTH QUESTION

1. Then the Shaibya Satyakama asked him: "Lord,
he among men that meditate unto death on OM the
syllable, which of the worlds does he conquer by its
puissance?' ,

2. To him answered the Rishi Pippalada: "This
imperishable Word that is OM, a Satyakama, is the
Higher Brahman and also the Lower. Therefore the
wise man by making his home in the Word, wins
to one of these.

3. "If he meditate on the one letter of OM the
syllable, by that enlightened he attains swiftly in the
material universe, and the hymns of the Rigveds,
escort him to the world of men: there endowed with
askesis and faith and holiness he experiences majesty.
11
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4. "Now if by the two letters of the syllable he in
'the mind attains, to the skies he is exalted and the
hymns of the Yajur escort him to the Lunar World.
In the heavens of the Moon he feels his soul's majesty:
,then once more he returns.

5. "But he who by all the three ~ tters meditates
'by this syllable, even by OM on the Most High Being,
.he in the Solar World of light and energy is secured in
his attainings: as a snake casts off its slough: so he
.casts off sin, and the hymns of the Samaveda escort
.him to the heaven of the Spirit. He from that Lower
who is the density of existence beholds the Higher
,than the Highest of whom every form is one city.
Whereof these are the verses:-

6. « 'Children of death are the letters when they are
used as three, the embracing and the inseparable letters:
'but the wise man is not shaken: for there are three
.kinds of works, outward deed and inward action and
.another which is blended of the two, and all these he
does rightly without fear and without trembling.

7. "'To the earth the Rigveda leads, to the skies the
Yajur, but the Sarna to That of which the sages know.
Thither the wise man by resting on OM the syllable
attains, even to that Supreme Quietude where age is
not and fear is cast out by immortality.' "
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SIXTH QUESTIO~

I. Then Sukesha the Bharadwaja asked him: "Lord,
'Hiranyanabha of Koshala, the king's son, came to
me and put me this question, '0 Bharadwaja, knowest
thou the Being and the sixteen parts of Him?' and I
.answered the boy, 'I know Him not: for if 1 knew
Him, surely 1 should tell thee of Him: but 1 cannot
tell thee a lie: for from the roots he shall wither who
'speaks falsehood.' But he mounted his chariot in
'silence and departed from me. Of Him 1 ask thee,
'who is the Being?"

2. To him answered the Rishi Pippalada: "0 fair
'son, even here.is that Being, in the inner body of every
.creature, for in Him are the sixteen members born.

3. "He bethought Him. 'What shall that be in
'whose issuing forth 1 shall issue forth from the body
.and in his abiding 1 shall abide?'

4. "Then he put forth the Life, and from the Life
'faith, next ether and then air, and then light, and then
water, and then earth, the senses and mind and food,
.and from food virility and from virility askesis, and
from askesis the mighty verses, and from these action,
.and the worlds from action and name in the worlds:
in this wise were all things born from the Spirit.
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5. "Therefore as all these flowing rivers move
towards the sea, but when they reach the sea they are
lost in it and name and form break away from them
and all is called only the sea, so all the sixteen members
of the silent witnessing Spirit move towards the
Being, and when they have attained the Being they
are lost in Him and name and form break away from,
them and all is called only the Being: then is He without
members and immortal. Whereof this is the
Scripture:-

6. ,. 'He in whom the members are set as the spokes
of a wheel are set in its nave, Him know for the Being
Who is the goal of Knowledge, so shall death pass
away from you and his anguish.' "

7. And Pippalada said to them: "Thus far do I
know the Most High God: than He there is none
Higher:'

8. And they worshipping him: "For thou art our
father who has carried us over to the other side of
the Ignorance."

Salutation to the mighty sages, salutation1
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SHIKSHA VALLI

CHAPTER ONE

Hari OM. Be peace to us Mitra. Be peace to us.
Varuna. Be peace to us Aryaman. Be peace to . us
Indra and Brihaspati. May far-striding Vishnu be
peace to us. Adoration to the Eternal. Adoration to 
thee, a Vayu. Thou, thou art the visible Eternal and
as the visible Eternal I will declare thee. I will
declare Righteousness! I will declare Truth l'
May that protect me! May that protect the speaker [
Yea, may it protect me! May it protect the speaker~
OM. Peace! Peace! Peace!

CHAPTER TWO

OM. We will expound Shiksha, the elements.
Syllable and Accent, Pitch and Effort, Even Tone and.
Continuity; in these six we have declared the chapter
of the elements.

J
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CHAPTER THREE

173'

Together may we attain glory, together to the
radiance of holiness. Hereupon we will expound next
the secret meaning of Sanhita whereof there are five
capitals. Concerning the Worlds: Concerning the
Shining Fires: Concerning the Knowledge: Concerning
Progeny: Concerning Self. These are called the great
Sanhitas.

Now concerning the Worlds. Earth is the first form,
the heavens are the second form; ether is the linking;
air is the joint of the linking. Thus far concerning
the Worlds.

Next concerning the Shining Fires. Fire is the first
form, the Sun is the latter form; the waters are the
linking; electricity is the joint of the linking. Thus
far concerning the Shining Fires.

Next concerning the Knowledge. The Master is
the first form, the disciple is the latter form. Know
ledge is the linking. Exposition is the joint of the
linking. Thus far concerning the Knowledge.

Next concerning Progeny. The mother is the first
form; the father is the latter form, Progeny is the
linking, act of procreation is the joint of the linking.
Thus far concerning Progeny.

Next concerning Self. The upper jaw is the first
form; the lower jaw is' the latter form; speech is the

,
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linking; the tongue is the joint of the linking. Thus
f ar concerning Self.

These are the great Sanhitas. He who knows thus
the great Sanhitas as we have expounded them,
to him are linked progeny and wealth of cattle and the
.radiance of holiness and food and all that is of food
.and the world of his high estate in heaven.

CHAPTER FOUR

The bull of the hymns of Veda whose visible form
1S all this Universe, he above the Vedas who sprang
from that which is deathless, may Indra increase unto
me intellect for my strengthening. 0 God, may I
become a vessel of immortality. May my body be
swift to all works, may my tongue drop pure honey.
May I hear vast and manifold lore with my ears. 0
Indra, thou art the sheath of the Eternal and the veil
that the workings of brain have drawn over Him;
-preserve whole unto me the sacred lore that I have
studied.

She brings unto me wealth and extends it, yea, she
makes speedily my own raiment and cattle and
drink and food now and always; therefore carry to me
Fortune of much fleecy wealth and cattle with her.
Swaha!
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May the Brahmacharins come unto me. Swaha!
From here and there may the Brahmacharins come

unto me. Swaha!
May the Brahmacharins set forth unto me. Swaha!
May the Brahmacharins attain self-mastery. Swaha!
May the Brahmacharins attain to peace of soul.

Swaha!
May I be a name among the folk! Swaha!
May I be the first of the wealthy! Swaha!
o Glorious Lord, into that which is thou may I

enter. Swaha!
Do thou also enter into me, 0 shining One. Swaha!
Thou art :;I, river with a hundred branching streams,

o Lord of Grace, in thee may I wash me clean. Swaha!
As the waters of a river pour down the steep, as the

months of the year hasten to the old age of days, 0
Lord that cherisheth, so may the Brahmacharins come
to me from all the regions. Swaha!

o Lord, thou art my neighbour, thou dwel1est very
near me. Come to me, be my light and sun.

CHAPTER FIVE

Bhur, Bhuvar and Suvar, these are the three Words
of His naming. Verily, the Rishi Mahachamasya made
12
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'known a fourth to these, which is Mahas. It is Brah
man, it is the Self, and the other gods are his members.

Bhur, it is this world; Bhuvar, it is the sky; Suvar,
:it is the other world: but Mahas is the Sun. By the
Sun all these worlds increase and prosper.

Bhur, it is Fire; Bhuvar, it is Air; Suvar, it is the Sun;
but Mahas is the Moon. By the Moon all these
lights of heaven! increase and prosper.

Bhur, it is the hymns of the Rigveda; Bhuvar, it is
the hymns of the Sarna; Suvar, it is the hymns of the
Yajur; but Mahas is the Eternal. By the Eternal all
these Vedas increase and prosper.

Bhur, it is the main breath; Bhuvar, it is the lower
breath; Suvar, it is the breath pervasor; but Mahas is
food. By food all these breaths increase and prosper.

These are the four and they are fourfold;-four
Words of His naming and each is four again. He who
knows these knows the Eternal, and to him all the
Gods carry the offering.

CHAPTER SIX

Lo, this heaven of ether which is in the heart within,
there dwells the Being who is all Mind, the radiant

lOr, 'shining fires'
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and golden Immortal. Between the two palates, this
-that hangs down like the breast of a woman, is the
womb of Indra; yea, where the hair at its end whirls
"round like an eddy, there it divides the skull and
pushes through it.

As Bhur He is established in Agni, as Bhuvar in
Vayu, as Suvar in the Sun, as Mahas in the Eternal.
He attains to the kingdom of Himself; he attains
to the Lord of Mind; He becomes Lord of Speech,
Lord of Sight, Lord of Hearing, Lord of the Know
.ledge. Thereafter this too He becotnes,-the Eternal
whose body is all ethereal space, whose soul is Truth,
whose bliss is in Mind, who takes His ease in Prana,
the Rich in Peace, the Immortal. As such, 0 son of
"the ancient Yoga, do thou adore Him.

CHAPTER SEVEN

Earth, sky, heaven, the quarters and the lesser
quarters; Fire, Air, Sun, Moon and the Constellations;
"Waters, herbs of healing, trees of the forest, ether and
"the Self in all; these three concerning this outer
-creation ,

Then concerning the Self. The main breath, the
middle breath, the nether breath, the upper breath
a nd the breath pervasor;
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Eye, ear, mind, speech and the skin; hide, flesh,
muscle, bone and marrow. Thus the Rishi divided
them and said, "In sets of five is this universe; five
and five with five and five He relates."

CHAPTER EIGHT

OM is the Eternal, OM is all this universe. OM is the
syllable ofassent: saying 'OM! let us hear,' they begin
the citation. With OM they sing the hymns of the
Sarna; with OM SHOM they pronounce the Shastra.
Wi~h OM the priest officiating at the sacrifice says
the response. With OM Brahma begins creation.'
With OM one sanctions the burnt offering. With
OM the Brahmin ere he expound the Knowledge,
cries "May I attain the Eternal." The Eternal verily
he attains.

CHAPTER NINE

Righteousness with the study and teaching of Veda;
Truth with the study and teaching of Veda; askesis

lOr, 'With OM the chief priest gives sanction.'
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with the study and teaching of Veda; self-mastery
·with the study and teaching of Veda. Peace of soul
·with the study and teaching of Veda. The household
fires with the study and teaching of Veda. The burnt
-offering with the study and teaching of Veda. Progeny
with the study and teaching of Veda. Joy of thy child's
mother- with the study and teaching of Veda. Children
-of thy children with the study and teaching of Veda
-these duties. "Truth is first" said the truth-speaker,
the Rishi, son of Rathitara. "Askesis is first" said the
-constant in austerity, the Rishi, son of Purushishta.
"Study and teaching of Veda is first" said Naka, son
·of Mudgala. For this too is austerity and this too is
.askesis.

CHAPTER TEN

"I am He that moves the Tree of the Universe
.and my glory is like the shoulders of a high-mountain.
I am lofty and pure like sweet nectar in the strong, I
am the shining riches of the world, I am the deep
-thinker, the deathless One who decays not from the
beginning." This is Trishankti's voicing of Veda
and the hymn of his self-knowledge.

Or, 'act of procreation'
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

When the Master has declared Veda, then he gives
the commandments to his disciple.

Speak truth, walk in the way of thy duty, neglect
not the study of Veda. When thou hast brought to
thy Master the wealth that he desires, thou shalt not
cut short the long thread of thy race. Thou shalt not
be negligent of truth; thou shalt not be negligent or
thy duty, thou shalt not be negligent of welfare;
thou shalt not be negligent towards thy increase
and thy thriving; thou shalt not be negligent of the
study and teaching of Veda.

Thou shalt not be negligent of thy works unto the'
Gods or thy works unto the Fathers. Let thy father
be unto thee as thy God and thy mother as thy Goddess.
whom thou adorest. Serve the Master as a God and
as a God the stranger within thy dwelling. The works.
that are without blame before the people, thou shalt
do these with diligence and no others. The deeds we·
have done that are good a d righteous, thou shalt
practise these as a religion and no others.

Whosoever are better and nobler than we among'
the Brahmins, thou shalt refresh with a seat to honour
them. Thou shalt give with faith and reverence;
without faith thou shalt not give. Thou shalt give with
shame, thou shalt give with fear; thou shalt give with.
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fellow-feeling. Moreover if thou doubt of thy' course
or of thy action, then to whatsoever Brahmins be there
who are careful thinkers, devout, not moved by
others, lovers of virtue, not severe or cruel, even as.
they do in that thing, so do thou. Then as to men
accused and arraigned by their fellows, whatsoever
Brahmins be there who are careful thinkers, devout. .
not moved by others, lovers of virtue, not severe or
cruel, even as they are towards these, so be thou.

This is the law and the teaching. These are the
Commandments. In such wise shalt thou practise.
religion , yea, verily, in such wise do ever religiously..

CHAPTER TWELVE

Be peace to us Mitra. Be peace to us Varuna. Be
peace to us Aryaman. Be peace to us Indra and Bri
haspati. May fat-striding Vishnu be peace to us.,
Adoration to the Eternal. Adoration to thee, 0 Vayu.
Thou, thou art the visible Eternal and as the visible
Eternal I have declared thee. I have declared Righ-
teousness; I have declared Truth. That has protected
me. That has protected the speaker. Yea, it protected
me; it protected the speaker. OM! Peace! Peace!'
Peace! '
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BRAHMANANDA VALLI

CHAPTER ONE

Hari OM. Together may He protect us, together
may He possess us, together may we make unto us
strength and virility. May our study be full to us of
light and power. May we never hate. OM! Peace!
Peace ! Peace !

OM. The knower of Brahman attains the Highest;
for this is the verse that was declared of old, "Brahman
is Truth, Brahman is Knowledge, Brahman is the
Infinite, he finds Him hidden in the cavern heart
of being; in the highest heaven of His creatures, 10,
he enjoys all desire and he abides with the- Eternal,
ever with that cognisant and understanding Spirit."

This is the Self, the Spirit, and from the Spirit
ether was born; and from the ether, air; and from the
air, fire and from the fire, the waters; and from the
waters, earth; and from the earth, herbs and plants;
and from the herbs and plants, food; and from food
man was born. Verily, man, this human being, is
made of the essential substance of food. And this
that we see is the head of him, and this is his right
side and this is his left; and this is his spirit and the
self of him; and this is his lower member whereon
he rests abidingly. Whereof this is the Scripture.
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CHAPTER TWO

193

Verily, all sorts and races of creatures 'that .have their
refuge upon earth, are begotten from food; thereafter
they live also by food and it is to food again that they
return at the end and last. For food is the eldest of
created things and therefore they name it the Green
Stuff of the universe. Verily, they who worship the
Eternal as food, attain the mastery of food to the
uttermost; for Food is the eldest of created things and
therefore they name it the Green Stuff of the universe.
From food all creatures are born and being born they
growl by food. Lo, it is eaten and it eats; yea, it
devours the creatures that feed upon it, therefore
it is called food from the eating.

Now there is a second and inner Selfwhich is other
than this that is of the substance of food; and it is
made of the vital stuff called Prana. And the Self of
Prana fills the Self of food. Now the Self of Prana
is made in the image of a man; according as is the
human image of the other, so is it in the image of the
man. The main Breath is the head of him, the breath
pervasor is his right side and the lower breath is his
'left side; ether is his spirit which is the self of him,
earth is his lower member whereon he rest8
abidingly. Whereof this is the Scripture.

lOr, 'increase'

13
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CHAPTER THREE

195

The Gods live and breathe under the dominion of
Prana and men and all these that are beasts; for Prana
is the life of created things and therefore they name
it the Life-Stuff of the All. Verily, they who worship
the Eternal as Prana, reach! Life to the uttermost;
for Prana is the life of created things and therefore
they name it the Life-Stuff of the All. And this Self
of Prana is the soul in the body of the former one
which was of food.

Now there is yet a second and inner Self which is
other than this that is pf Prana, and it is made of
Mind. And the Self of Mind fills the Self of Prana.
Now the Self of Mind is made in the image of a man;
.according as is' the human image of the other, so is
it in the image of the man. Yajur is the head of him
.and the Rigveda is his right side and the Samaveda
is his left side: the Commandment is his spirit which
is the self of him, Atharvan Angiras is his lower
member whereon he rests abidingly. Whereof this
is the Scripture.

lOr, 'attain mastery of'
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CHAPTER FOUR

197

The delight of the Eternal from which words tum
.away without attaining and the mind also returns
:baffied, who knows the delight of the Eternal? He
shall fear nought now or hereafter. And this Self
-of Mind is the soul in the body to the former one
which was of Prana.

Now there is yet a second and inner Self which is
-other than this which is of Mind and it is made of
Knowledge. And the Self of Knowledge fills the
Self of Mind. Now the Knowledge Self is made in
-the image of a man; a,ccording as is the human image
-of the other, so is it in the image of the man. Faith
is the head of him, Law is his right side, Truth is his
.left side; Yoga is his spirit which is the self of him;
Mahas 1 is his lower member whereon he resteth abi
.d ingly. Whereof this is the Scripture.

CHAPTER FIVE

Knowledge spreads the feast of sacrifice and
.knowledge spreads also the feast of works; all the
.gods offer adoration to him as to Brahman and the
.E lder of the Universe. For if one worship Brahman

lOr, 'the material world'
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as the knowledge and if one swerve not from it, neither
falter, then he casts sin from him in this body and
tastes all desire. And this Self of Knowledge is the
soul in the body to the former one which was of Mind.

Now there is yet a second and inner Self which is
other than this which is of Knowledge and it is fashion
ed out of Bliss. And the Self of Bliss fills the Self
of Knowledge. Now the Bliss Self is made in the
image of a man; according as is the human image of
the other, so is it made in the image of the man.
Love is the head of him; Joy is his right side; pleasure
is his left side; Bliss is his spirit which is the self of
him; the Eternal is his lower member wherein he
rests abidingly. Whereof this is the Scripture. .

CHAPTER SIX

One becomes as the unexisting, if he knows the
Eternal as negation; but if one knows of the Eternal
that He is, then men know him for the saint and the
one reality. And this Self of Bliss is the soul in the
body to the former one which was of Knowledge. And
thereupon there arise these questions. "When one
who has not the Knowledge, passes over to that
other world, does any such travel farther? Or when one
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·who knows, has passed over to the other world,
.does any such enjoy possession?"

The Spirit desired of old "I would be manifold
for the birth of peoples." Therefore He concentrated
all Himself! in thought, andby the force ofHis brooding
He created all this universe, yea, all whatsoever exists.

"Now when He had brought it forth, He entered into
that He had created, He entering in became the
Is here and the May Be there; He became that which
is defined and that which has no feature; He became
this housed thing and that houseless; He became
Knowledge and He became Ignorance; He became
Truth and He became falsehood. Yea, He became all
Truth, even whatsoever here exists. Therefore

-they say of Him that He is Truth. Whereof this is
"the Scripture.

CHAPTER SEVEN

In the beginning all this Universe was Non-Existent
"and Unmanifest, from which this manifest Existence
was born. · Itself created itself; none other created it.
Therefore they say of it the well and beautifully made.

Or, 'strength'
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Lo, this that is well and beautifully made, verily, it is
no other than the delight behind existence. When he
has got him this delight, then it is that this crea
tion becomes a thing of bliss; for who could labour to
draw in the breath or who could have strength to

- breathe it out, if there were not that Bliss in the
heaven of his heart, the ether within his being? It is
He that is the fountain of bliss; for when the Spirit that
is within us finds the Invisible, Bodiless, Undefinable 
and Unhoused Eternal his refuge and firm founda- 
tion, then he has passed beyond the reach of Fear.
But when the Spirit that is within us makes for 
himself even a little difference in the Eternal, then he 
has fear, yea, the Eternal himself becomes a terror
to such a knower who thinks not. Whereof this is 
the Scripture.

CHAPTER EIGHT

Through the fear of Him the Wind blowsj:
through the fear of Him the Sun rises; through the 
fear of Him Indra and Agni and Death hasten in
their courses. Behold this exposition of the Bliss to 
which ye shall hearken. Let there be a young man.,
excellent and lovely in his youth, a great student;
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let him have fair manners, and a most firm heart:
and great strength of body, and let all this wide
earth be. full of wealth for his enjoying. That is
the measure of bliss of one human being. Now a
hundred and a hundredfold of the human measure '
of bliss, is the one bliss of men that have become
angels in heaven. And this is the bliss of the Ve
dawise whose soul the blight of desire touches not.
A hundred and a hundredfold of this measure of '
angelic bliss is one bliss of Gods that are angels in
heaven. And this is the ' bliss of the Vedawise
whose soul the blight of desire touches not. A
hundred and a hundredfold of this measure of divine '
angelic bliss is one bliss of the Fathers whose
world of heaven is their world for ever. And this
is the bliss of the Vedawise whose soul the blight .
of desire touches not. A hundred and a hundred
fold of this measure of bliss of the Fathers whose '
worlds are for ever, is one bliss of the Gods who are
born as Gods in heaven. And this is the bliss of the
Vedawise whose soul the blight of desire '
touches not. A hundred and a hundredfold of this
measure of bliss of the firstborn in heaven, is one
bliss of the Gods of work who are Gods, for by their '
strength of their deeds they depart and are Gods
in heaven. And this is the bliss of the Vedawise 
whose soul the blight of desire touches not. A _
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hundred and a hundredfold of this measure of bliss
of the Gods of work, is one bliss of the great Gods
who are Gods for ever. And this is the bliss of the
Vedawise whose soul the blight of desire tou
ches not. A hundred and a hundredfold of this
measure of divine bliss, is one bliss of , Indra, the
King in Heaven. And this is the bliss of the Veda
wise whose soul the blight of desire touches not.·
A ' hundred and a hundredfold of this measure of
Indra's bliss is one bliss of Brihaspati, who taught
the Gods in heaven. And this is the bliss of the
Vedawise whose soul the blight of desire
touches not. A hundred and a hundredfold of this
m easure of Brihaspati's bliss, is one bliss of Praja
pati, the Almighty Father. And this is the bliss
of the Vedawise whose soul the blight of desire
touches not. A hundred and a hundredfold of this
measure of Prajapati's bliss, is one bliss of the
Eternal Spirit. And this is the bliss of the Vedawise
whose soul the blight of desire touches not.

The Spirit who is here in a man and the Spirit
who is there in the Sun, it is one Spirit and there is
no other. He who knows this, when he has gone
away from this world, passes to this Self which is
of food; he passes to this Self which is of Prana;
he passes to this Self which is of Mind; he passes
to this Self which is of Knowledge; he passes to
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this self which is of Bliss. Whereof this IS the
Scripture.

CHAPTER NINE

The Bliss of the Eternal from which words tum
back without attaining; and mind also returns
baffled. Who knows the Bliss of the Eternal?
He fears not for aught in this world or else
where. Verily, to him comes not remorse and her
torment saying, "Why have I left undone the good
and why have I done that which was evil?"
For he who knows the Eternal, knows these!
and delivers from them his Spirit; yea, he
knows both evil and good for what they are and
delivers his Spirit, who knows the Eternal.
And this is Upanishad, the secret of the Veda.

Together may He protect us, together may He
possess us, together may we make unto us strength
and virility. May our reading be full of light and
power. May we never hate. OM! Peace! Peace!
Peace!

lOr, 'knows that they are alike'
14.
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BHRIGU VALLI

2II

Hari OM. Together may He protect us, together
may He possess us, together may we make unto us
force and virility. May our reading be full of light
and power. May we never hate. OM! Peace! Peace!
Peace!

CHAPTER ONE

Bhrigu, Varuna's son, came unto his father
Varona and said, "Lord, teach me the Eternal."
And his father declared it unto him thus, "Food
and Prana and Eye and Ear and Mind-even
these." Verily he said unto him, " Seek thou to know
that from which these creatures are born, whereby
being born they live and to which they go hence
and enter again; for that is the Eternal." And Bhrigu
concentrated himself in thought and by the askesis
of his brooding

CHAPTER TWO

He knew food for the Eternal. For from food
alone, it appears, are these creatures born and
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being born they live by food, and into food they
depart and enter again. And when he had known
this, he came again to Varona his father and said,
"Lord teach me the Eternal." And his father
said to him, "By askesis do thou seek to know the
Eternal, for askesis! is the Eternal." He concen
trated himself in thought and by the energy of his
brooding

CHAPTER THREE

He knew Prana for the Eternal. For from Prana
alone, it appears, are these creatures born and
being born they live by Prana and to Prana they go
hence and return. And when he had known this,
he came again to Varona his father and said, "Lord,
teach me the Eternal." But his father said to him,
"By askesis do thou seek to know the Eternal, for
askesis in thought is the Eternal." He concentrated
himself in thought and by the energy of his brooding

1 Or, 'concentration in thought'
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CHAPTER FOUR

215

He knew mind for the Eterna1. For from mind
alone, it appears, are these creatures born and
being born they live by mind, and to mind they go
hence and return. And when he had known this,
he came again to Varuna his father and said, "Lord,
teach me the Eterna1." But his father said to him,
"By askesis do thou seek to know the Eternal, for
concentration in thought! is the Eternal." He concen
trated himself in thought and by the energy of his
brooding

CHAPTER FIVE

He knew Knowledge for the Eternal. For from
Knowledge alone, it appears, are these creatures
born and being born they live by Knowledge and
to Knowledge they go hence and return. And when
he had known this, he came again to Varuna his
father and said, "Lord, teach me the Eterna1."
But his father said to him, "By askesis do thou seek
to know the Eternal, for concentration of force is ,
the Eterna1." He concentrated himself in thought
and by the energy of his brooding

1 Or, 'concentration of force'
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CHAPTER SIX

217

He knew Bliss for the Eternal. For from Bliss
alone, it appears, are these creatures born and
being born they live by Bliss and to Bliss they go
hence and return. This is the lore of Bhrigu, the
lore of Varuna who has his firm base in the highest
heaven. Who knows, gets his firm base, he
becomes the master of food and its eater, great in
progeny, great in cattle, great in the splendour of
holiness, great in glory.

CHAPTER SEVEN

Thou shalt not blame food; for that is thy com
mandment unto labour. Verily, Prana also is food,
and the body is the eater. The body is established
upon Prana and Prana is established upon the body.
Therefore food here is established upon food.
He who knows this food that is established
upon food, gets his firm base, he becomes the
master of food and its eater, great in progeny,
great in cattle, great in the radiance of holiness,
great in glory.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

219'

Thou shalt not reject food; for that too is the
vow of thy labour. Verily, the waters also are food,
and the bright fire is the eater. The fire is established
upon the waters and the waters are established upon
the fires. Here too is food established upon food.
He who knows this food that is established upon
food, gets his firm base, he becomes the master
of food and its eater, great in progeny, great in
cattle, great in the radiance of holiness, great in.
glory.

CHAPTER NINE

Thou shalt increase and amass food; for that
too is thy commandment unto labour. Verily, earth
also is food and ether is the eater. Ether is estab
lished upon earth and earth is established upon
ether. Here too is food established upon food. He
who knows this food that is established upon
food, gets his firm base. He becomes the master
of food and its eater, great in progeny, great in
cattle,. .great in the radiance of holiness, great in
glory.
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CHAPTER TEN

22I

Thou shalt not reject any man in thy habitation,
for that too is thy commandment unto labour.
Therefore in whatsoever sort do thou get thee
great store of food. They say unto the stranger in
the dwelling "Arise, the food is ready." 'Was the
food made ready at the beginning? To him also is
food made ready in the beginning. Was the food
made ready in the middle? To him also is food made
ready in the middle. Was the food made ready at
the end and last? To him also is the food made
ready at the end and last, who has this knowledge.
As prosperity in speech, as getting and .having
in the main breath and the nether, as work in the
hands, as movement in the feet, as discharge in the
anus, these are the cognitions in the human. Then
in the divine; as satisfaction in the rain, as force
in the lightning, as splendour in the beasts, as
brightness in the constellations, as procreation and
bliss and death conquered in the organ of pleasure,
as the All in Ether. Pursue thou Him as the firm
foundation of things and thou shalt get thee firm
foundation. Pursue Him as Mahas, thou shalt
become Mighty; pursue Him as Mind, thou shalt
become full of mind; pursue Him as adoration, thy
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desires shall bow down before thee; pursue Him as
the Eternal, thou shalt become full of the Spirit.
Pursue Him as the destruction of the Eternal that
ranges abroad, thou shalt get thy rivals and thy
haters perish thick around thee and thy kin who
loved thee not. The Spirit who is here in man and
the Spirit who is there in the Sun, 10, it is One
Spirit and there is no other. He who has this
knowledge, when he goes from this world
having passed to the Self which is of food; having
passed to the Self which is of Prana; having passed
to the Self which is of Mind; having passed to the
Self which is of Knowledge; having passed to the
Self which is of Bliss, 10, he ranges about the
worlds, he eats what he will, and takes what
shape he will and ever he sings the mighty Sarna.
"HoI ho! ho l I am food I I am food I I arn food!
I am the eater of food I I am the eater I I am the eater!
I am he who makes Scripture I I am he who makes!
I am he who makes I I am the first born of the Law;
before the gods were, I am, yea, at the very heart
of immortality. He who gives me, verily, he pre
serves me; for I being food, eat him that eats.
I have conquered the whole world and possessed
it, my light is as the sun in its glory." Thus he
sings, who has the knowledge. This, verily,' is
Upanishad, the secret of the Veda.
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Together may he protect us, together may he
possess us, together may we make unto us strength

. and virility! May our study be full of light and
power! May we never hate! OM! Peace! Peace!
Peace!

15
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CHAPTER I: SECTION I

1. Han OM. In the beginning the Spirit was
One and all this ' (universe) was the Spirit; there
was nought else moving'. The Spirit thought,
"Lo, I will make me worlds from out my being."

2. These were the worlds he made; Ambhah,
of the ethereal waters, Marici[z, of light, Mara, of
death and mortal things, Apah, of the lower waters.
Beyond the shining firmament are the ethereal
waters and the firmament is their base and resting
place; Space is the world of light; the earth is the
world mortal; and below the earth are the lower
waters.

3. The Spirit thought, "Lo, these are the worlds;
and now will I make me guardians for my worlds."
Therefore he gathered the Purusha out of the
waters and gave Him shape and substance.

lOr, 'that saw'
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4. Yea, the Spirit brooded over Him and of
Him thus brooded over the mouth broke forth, as
when an egg is hatched and breaks; from the
mouth broke Speech and of Speech fire was born.
The nostrils broke forth and from the nostrils
Breath and of Breath air was born. The eyes broke
forth and from the eyes Sight and of Sight the Sun
was born. The ears broke forth and from the ears
Hearing and of Hearing the regions were born.
The skin broke forth and from the skin hairs and
from the hairs herbs of healing and all trees and
plants were born. The heart broke forth and from
the heart Mind and of Mind the moon was born.
The navel broke forth and from the navel Apiina
and of Apdna Death was born. The organ of
pleasure broke forth and from the organ seed and
of seed the waters were born.

CHAPTER I: SECTION II

I. These were the Gods that He created; they '
fell into this great Ocean, and Hunger and Thirst
leaped upon them. Then they said to Him, "Com
mand unto us an habitation that we may dwell
secure and eat of food."
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2. He brought unto them the cow, but they said,
ceyerily, it is not sufficient for us." He brought
unto them the horse, but they said, "Verily, it is
not enough for us."

3. He brought unto them Man, and they said,
"0 well fashioned truly! Man indeed is well and
beautifully made." Then the Spirit said unto them,
"Enter ye in each according to his habitation."

4. Fire became Speech and entered into the mouth;
Air became Breath and entered into the nostrils;
the Sun became Sight and entered into the eyes;
the Quarters became Hearing and entered into the
ears; Herbs of healing and the plants and trees
became Hairs and entered into the skin; the Moon
became Mind and entered into the heart; Death
became Apdna, the lower breathing, and entered into
the navel; the Waters became Seed and entered into
the organ.

5. Then Hunger and Thirst said unto the Spirit,
'''Unto us too command an habitation." But He
said unto them, "Even among these gods do I '
apportion you; lo! I have made you sharers in their
godhead." Therefore to whatever god the oblation
is offered, Hunger and Thirst surely have their share
in the offering.
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I. The Spirit thought, "These verily are my
worlds and their guardians; and now will I make me
food for these."

2. The Spirit brooded in might upon the waters
and from the waters brooded, mightily over, Form
was born. Lo, all this that was born as form, is
no other than Food.

3. Food being created fled back from his grasp.
By speech He would have seized it, but He could
not seize it by speech. Had He seized it by speech,
then would a man be satisfied by merely speaking
of food.

4. By the breath He would have seized it, but
He could not seize it by the breath. Had He seized
it by the breath, then would a man be satisfied by
merely breathing food.

5. By the eye He would have seized it, but He
could not seize it by the eye. Had He seized it by
the eye, then would a man be satisfied by merely
seeing food.
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6. By the ear He would have seized it, but He
could not seize it by the ear. Had He seized it by
the ear, then would a man be satisfied by merely
hearing food.

7. By the skin He would have seized it, but
He could not seize it by the skin. Had He seized
it by the skin, then would a man be satisfied by
merely touching food.

8. By the mind He would have seized it, but He
could not seize it by the mind. Had He seized it
by the mind, then would a man be satisfied by
merely thinking food.

9. By the organ He would have seized it, but He'
could not seize it by the organ. Had He seized it
by the organ, then would a man be satisfied by
merely emitting food.

10. By the Apdna He would have seized it, and
it was seized. Lo, this is the seizer of food which.
is also Breath of .the Life, and therefore all that
is Breath has its life in food.
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I!. The Spirit thought, "How should all this
be without me?" and He thought, "By what way
shall I enter in?" He thought also, "If utterance
is by Speech, if breathing is by the Breath, if sight
is by the Eye, if hearing is by the Ear, if thought
is by the Mind, if the lower workings are by Apiina,
if emission is by the organ, then who am I?"

I~. It was this bound that He cleft, it was by this
door that He entered in. 'Tis this that is called
the gate of the cleaving; this is the door of His
coming and here is the place of His delight. He
has three mansions in His city, three dreams where
in He dwells, and of each in turn He says
"Lo, this is my habitation" and "This is my
habitation" and "This is my habitation."

I3. Now when He was born, He thought and
spoke only of Nature and her creations; in this
world of matter of what else should He speak or
reason? Thereafter He beheld that Being who is
the Brahman and the last Essence. He said, "Yea,
this is He; verily, I have beheld Him."
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14. Therefore is He Idandra; for Idandra is the
true name of Him. But though He is Idandra,
they call Him Indra because of the veil of the U n
revelation; for the gods love the veil of the U nre
velation, yea, verily, the gods love the unrevelation.

CHAPTER II

I. In the male first the unborn child becomes.
This which is seed is the force and heat of him
that from all parts of the creature draws together
for becoming; therefore he bears himself in himself,
and when he casts it into the woman, 'tis himself
he begets. And this is the first birth ofthe Spirit.

2. It becomes one self with the woman, therefore
it does her no hurt and she cherishes this self of her
husband that has got into her womb.

3. She the cherisher must be cherished. So the
woman bears the unborn child and the man cheri
shes the boy even from the beginning ere it is born.
And whereas he cherishes the boy ere it is born,
'tis verily himself that he cherishes for the conti
nuance of these worlds and their peoples; for 'tis even
thus the thread of these worlds spins on unbroken.
And this is the second birth of the Spirit.
16
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4. Lo, this is the spirit and self of him and he makes
it his viceregent for the works of righteousness. Now
this his other self when it has done the works it came
to do and has reached its age, 10! it goes hence,
and even as it departs, it is born again. And this
is the third birth of the Spirit.

5. Therefore it was said by the sage Vamadeva;
"I, Vamadeva, being yet in the womb, knew all the
births of these gods and their causes. In a hundred
cities of iron they held me down and kept me; I broke
through them all with speed! and violence, like a hawk
I soared up into my heavens." While 'yet he lay in
the womb, thus said Vamadeva.

6. And because he knew this, therefore when the
strings of the body were snapped asunder, 10, he
soared forth into yonder world of Paradise and there
having possessed all desires, put death behind him,
yea, he put death behind him.

1 Or, 'might'
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CHAPTER III

245

1. Who is this Spirit that we may adore Him?
and which of all these is the Spirit? By whom
one sees or by whom one hears or by whom one
smells all kinds of perfume or by whom one utters
clearness of speech or by whom one knows the sweet
and bitter.

2. This which is the heart, is mind also. Concept
and will and analysis and wisdom and intellect and
vision and continuity of purpose and feeling and
understanding, pain and memory and volition and
application! of thought and vitality and desire and
passion, all these, yea all, are but names of the Eternal
Wisdom. '

3. This creating Brahman; this ruling Indra; this
Prajapati, Father of his peoples; all these Gods and
these five elemental substances, even earth, air, ether,
water and the shining principles; and these great
creatures and those small; and seeds of either sort;
and things egg-born and things sweat-born and things
born of the womb and plants that sprout; and horses
and cattle and men and elephants; yea, whatsoever

lOr, 'operation'
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thing here breathes and all that moves and
everything that has wings and whatso moves not;
by Wisdom all these are guided and have their firm
abiding in Wisdom. For Wisdom is the eye of the
world, Wisdom is the sure foundation, Wisdom is
Brahman Eternal.

4. The sage by the strength of the wise and seeing
Self, the sage having soared up from this world as
cended into this other world of Paradise; and there
having possessed desire, put death behind him, yea"
he put death behind him.
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